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Q3 Are you a resident of the Telluride region?
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0

Yes, Full-time
resident

Yes, Part-time
resident

Visitor
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Yes, Full-time resident

83.18%

277

Yes, Part-time resident

12.91%

43

Visitor

3.90%

13

TOTAL

333
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Q4 If a resident, where do you reside?
Answered: 331

Skipped: 2

Town of
Telluride
Mountain
Village
South End
(Ophir,...
Lawson Hill,
Hillside,...

Down Valley

Norwood/West
End

Rico

Ridgway/Montros
e

Not a resident
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Town of Telluride

37.46%

124

Mountain Village

19.03%

63

South End (Ophir, Matterhorn, Ames, Trout Lake)

14.80%

49

Lawson Hill, Hillside, Aldasoro, etc.

13.29%

44

Down Valley

7.55%

25

Norwood/West End

1.51%

5

Rico

0.60%

2

Ridgway/Montrose

3.63%

12

Not a resident

2.11%

7

TOTAL

331
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Q5 How often do you use the local trails during snow-free months?
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0
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3-4 times per
week

Once a week
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per month
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Daily

18.32%

61

3-4 times per week

55.26%

184

Once a week

17.12%

57

A few times per month

9.31%

31

TOTAL

333
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Q6 What activity do you most often engage in on the local trails?
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0
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hiking
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TOTAL
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Q7 How would you rate your ability level for your chosen activity?
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0
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Beginner

0.60%

2

Intermediate

23.42%

78

Advanced

48.65%

162

Expert

27.33%

91

TOTAL

333
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Q8 What trails do you use most frequently? (Select up to 4 areas)
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0

Town of
Telluride: B...
Telluride
Valley...
Deep Creek,
Eider, Mill...
Mountain
Village Bike...
Mountain
Village,...
Prospect to
Alta, Sunshi...

Galloping Goose

River Road,
Illium to...
Jeep Trails:
Imogene Pass...
High Country:
Upper Bridal...

Norwood Area

Sneffels
Highline,...
Sunshine/Wilson
Mesa
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Town of Telluride: Bear Creek, Jud Wiebe

55.26%

184

Telluride Valley Floor/Bike Path

48.35%

161

Deep Creek, Eider, Mill creek

48.35%

161

Mountain Village Bike Park

7.21%

Mountain Village, Prospect, Village Trail, Jurassic

56.76%
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Prospect to Alta, Sunshine (T35)

38.44%

128

Galloping Goose

28.23%

94

River Road, Illium to Sawpit

7.81%

26

Jeep Trails: Imogene Pass, Bridal Veil, Last Dollar

10.51%

35

High Country: Upper Bridal Veil, Upper Bear Creek, Ajax, Silver Lake, Sheridan Crosscut, Silver Pick Basin, Lizard Head,
etc.

41.14%

137

Norwood Area

4.80%

16

Sneffels Highline, Whipple Mountain Trail, Alder Creek Trail

22.22%

74

Sunshine/Wilson Mesa

10.21%

34

Other (please specify)

16.52%

55

Total Respondents: 333
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

hope lake ,blackface, engineer

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

2

Owl Gulch

11/12/2015 3:05 PM

3

alta

11/5/2015 6:59 PM

4

Clay Way (Owl Gulch)

10/29/2015 5:39 PM

5

Galloping Goose Ilium to Ames section

10/28/2015 8:30 PM

6

Via Ferrata / bridal veil trails

10/28/2015 5:03 PM

7

railroad grade along san miguel,bridges needed above Sawpit

10/28/2015 4:54 PM

8

The new Bear Creek nature trail

10/27/2015 9:23 PM

9

RAT

10/26/2015 9:10 PM

10

keystone

10/23/2015 12:56 AM

11

myriad of game trails close to my house

10/22/2015 11:45 AM

12

Lizard head

10/21/2015 1:39 PM

13

Mountain Village Ridge Trail

10/21/2015 12:59 PM

14

new bear creek trails east of the creek

10/16/2015 7:55 PM

15

calico

10/15/2015 6:02 PM

16

Cross Mountain, Lizard Head Wilderness, Gorge

10/15/2015 10:56 AM

17

Ruddies

10/15/2015 9:31 AM

18

All in region

10/14/2015 8:46 PM

19

historic mining pack trails

10/13/2015 6:21 PM

20

Ophir area Swamp, and Waterfall, Hope Lake

10/11/2015 3:04 PM

21

Ophir

10/8/2015 7:48 AM

22

I frequent hikes accessible via Jud Wiebe and Bear Creek (like Liberty Bell or Ballard) because I
can park in town and walk to the trailhead, without 4WD I have limited access.

10/6/2015 10:51 PM

23

The bike path and valley floor trail that goes through the middle of the valley

10/6/2015 9:40 PM

24

See For Ever

10/6/2015 3:46 PM

25

Waterfall Canyon, Swamp Canyon and South Facing side of Ophir Valley.

10/6/2015 3:01 PM

26

Ballard

10/6/2015 2:02 PM
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27

Trail 419, trail 505 from sunshine Mesa t.h.

10/5/2015 8:34 PM

28

Gray Head Trail System

10/5/2015 5:05 PM

29

Ophir region trails

10/5/2015 3:44 PM

30

Would hike more if the signage was better!!!

10/5/2015 11:06 AM

31

Upper basin surrounding town, Examples: Wasatch Trail, Ingram, Bridal Veil Basins, Silver and
Blue Lakes...

10/2/2015 9:27 PM

32

lizardhead, cross mt., dutton, Kilpacker,Hope lake

10/2/2015 8:08 PM

33

Ophir - Waterfall, Swamp and south facing trails

10/2/2015 5:14 PM

34

Clay Way and Contention

10/2/2015 9:47 AM

35

many of the unauthorized trails currently being built within the Howard Fork Valley

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

36

Keystone gorge, regularly

9/30/2015 2:43 PM

37

Ophir Valley

9/30/2015 9:27 AM

38

colorado and calico trail system

9/29/2015 6:29 PM

39

Trails from Wood's Lake, Elk Creek Trail, Lone Cone Trail, Wilson Mesa Trail, Navaho Lake Trail

9/26/2015 6:29 PM

40

Keystone Gorge & Ilium Valley trails

9/25/2015 8:16 AM

41

Trail200 between last dollar near gray head and Blaine basin trail head, trail needs cleanup

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

42

Telluride Trail and Ridge Trail

9/24/2015 2:51 PM

43

Ophir

9/24/2015 1:07 PM

44

Secret trails!

9/24/2015 9:18 AM

45

ophir

9/23/2015 3:29 PM

46

Penelope"s Cruise and Lower Deep Creek. Also R/R grade and Social Trail from Vance Jct to
Deep Creek Hwy Maintenance Yard.

9/23/2015 1:10 PM

47

Ophir Valley

9/23/2015 12:57 PM

48

Ophir Valley

9/23/2015 12:09 PM

49

Ophir area

9/23/2015 11:37 AM

50

I would say I hike and bike 50/50. Hike Bear Creek a lot. Also other trails. Also bike Penelope's and
Valley Floor.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM

51

Selecting up to 4 doesn't do it, I hike 3 times a week and mountain around 4 times a week. I use
all of these, often.

9/23/2015 9:17 AM

52

All Ophir trail systems

9/23/2015 9:15 AM

53

trails around Woods Lake

9/23/2015 8:40 AM

54

ophir trails

9/23/2015 8:16 AM

55

T-35

9/22/2015 9:53 AM
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Q9 How would you describe the current local trail system?
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0

Awesome, leave
it alone!

Pretty good,
but could us...

Rough, needs
quite a bit ...

What trail
system? We n...
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Awesome, leave it alone!

4.80%

Pretty good, but could use some minor improvements.

64.86%

216

Rough, needs quite a bit of work.

22.22%

74

What trail system? We need to get started on this!

8.11%

27

TOTAL

16

333
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Q10 How would you like the current trail system to be improved?
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0

None, the
current trai...

No new trails,
but get some...

I would like
to see a few...

We need to
significantl...

I would like
to rebuild a...
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

None, the current trail system is perfect.

2.70%

9

No new trails, but get some maintenance done on the current ones.

12.91%

43

I would like to see a few new connectors and re-routes to improve our current trail system.

45.65%

152

We need to significantly improve our current trail system and add several new trails.

33.03%

110

I would like to rebuild all of our current trails and see as many new trails as possible.

5.71%

TOTAL

19
333
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Q11 If you would like to see existing trails maintained and/or improved,
what areas would you prioritize? (Select up to 4 areas)
Answered: 333

Skipped: 0

Mountain
Village, Ski...
Prospect to
Alta, Sunshi...
High Country:
Upper Bridal...
Telluride
Valley...
Deep Creek,
Eider, Mill...
Town of
Telluride, B...
Other (please
specify)
Lizard Head
Wilderness
Sneffels
Highline,...
Sunshine/Wilson
Mesa
Mountain
Village Bike...
River Road,
Illium to...

Galloping Goose

Norwood
I don't
support...
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ANSWER CHOICES

60%
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RESPONSES

Mountain Village, Ski Area, Prospect, Village Trail, Jurassic
Prospect to Alta, Sunshine (T35)
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High Country: Upper Bridal Veil, Upper Bear Creek, Ajax, Silver Lake, Sheridan Crosscut, Silver Pick Basin, Lizard Head,
etc.

33.93%

113

Telluride Valley Floor/Bike Path

28.23%

94

Deep Creek, Eider, Mill Creek

25.83%

86

Town of Telluride, Bear Creek, Jud Wiebe

21.92%

73

Other (please specify)

19.22%

64

Lizard Head Wilderness

15.62%

52

Sneffels Highline, Whipple Mountain Trail, Alder Creek Trail

15.62%

52

Sunshine/Wilson Mesa

15.62%

52

Mountain Village Bike Park

11.71%

39

River Road, Illium to Sawpit

10.21%

34

Galloping Goose

9.01%

30

Norwood

5.71%

19

I don't support upgrading or improving existing trails

2.70%

9

Total Respondents: 333
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Prospect in particular. Way too many bikes

11/27/2015 5:39 PM

2

Weibe connecting trails

11/18/2015 3:02 PM

3

I don't have a super good idea of this since I haven't been on all of them recently. Overall, things
seems to be in good condition

11/18/2015 2:33 PM

4

truly some high alpine traversing connectors are whats missing

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

5

Coronet Creek needs to be stabilized

10/30/2015 8:55 PM

6

A multi-use trail running from to Tride to Placerville would be phenomenal!! I would love to
participate in making that a reality.

10/29/2015 12:52 PM

7

Build new trail from bottom of Bear creek to the saddle of Mt village Ridge.

10/27/2015 9:23 PM

8

Aldasaro and the "Sunny Side". Trails would be dry fatser and the trail system could be used
longer into the Fall and Spring seasons

10/26/2015 4:56 PM

9

Secure easement to reopen Rudy's

10/26/2015 11:32 AM

10

As the resort gets more popular and the gondola get more crowded, it would be great to have
more trails from MV to town as an alternative to taking the gondola

10/23/2015 3:00 AM

11

keystone gorge

10/23/2015 12:56 AM

12

more intermediate single track mtn bike trails

10/22/2015 1:37 PM

13

Trail from Hwy 45 to Mountain Village Center

10/21/2015 2:25 PM

14

I dont want more highland trails, let the animals make them

10/19/2015 2:02 PM

15

new connecter from telluride to mt village

10/16/2015 6:39 AM

16

new connecter from telluride to mt village

10/16/2015 6:38 AM

17

Minor clearing of downed trees needed.

10/14/2015 8:46 PM

18

I've noticed trails around town to be dirtier. People who use the woods for their home tend to leave
their trace through old fire pits, garbage and human waste

10/13/2015 3:12 PM
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19

A cut back from lower Meadows trail down to Valley Floor single track without having to go out to
and across or down the Highway.

10/13/2015 2:36 PM

20

Hope Lake Trail

10/11/2015 3:04 PM

21

Last dollar/Hastings mesa

10/10/2015 12:29 PM

22

Whatever happened to connecting Town Park or Pandora to Bridal Veil Falls? That would be
fantastic; thumbs down to hiking up the road to BV.

10/8/2015 9:41 AM

23

Better Signage in the High Country

10/8/2015 8:24 AM

24

Ophir. There should be a trail that loops the entire valley. Same goes for Telluride.

10/8/2015 7:48 AM

25

trails connecting mountain village to telluride

10/7/2015 7:25 PM

26

pandora mill to bridal veil falls

10/6/2015 11:03 PM

27

The Woods Lake trail is littered with tree scraps

10/6/2015 10:51 PM

28

Ghh

10/6/2015 9:50 PM

29

Two perimeter trail around the telluride valley floor. One for bikes and one for hikers.

10/6/2015 9:40 PM

30

Down Valley trails

10/6/2015 5:37 PM

31

I would love to see a perimeter trail in the Ophir Valley.

10/6/2015 3:01 PM

32

And portions of valley floor trail which have large roots

10/6/2015 2:12 PM

33

eliminate road crossing at Meadows trail to Lawson

10/6/2015 1:53 PM

34

I would like to see some beginner trails on the VF.

10/6/2015 12:14 PM

35

It varies… trails get destroyed by storms

10/6/2015 9:08 AM

36

Ophir

10/5/2015 3:44 PM

37

Palmyra Peak

10/5/2015 11:56 AM

38

With better signage many could take the trails off Bear Creek and the same for Deep Creek and
Sneffles. So many options when out on the trails but no signs to help the hiker.

10/5/2015 11:06 AM

39

ophir

10/4/2015 10:05 PM

40

I propose a bridge crossing to E side of Bear Creek and access to trails on lower Ballard

10/2/2015 9:27 PM

41

Owl Creek/Wild Wiebe

10/2/2015 10:39 AM

42

Clay Way, La Junta, Super Way

10/2/2015 9:47 AM

43

I would like to see the current Howard Fork Valley hiking & mountain biking trails actively being
built to comply with the USFS rules and procedures. I would like to ride and encourage others to
ride these trails legally. Great trails!

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

44

I'm not sure I know enough about the trails I don't use to mention improvements. The south side of
the keystone gorge could use some improvement to existing trail.

9/30/2015 2:43 PM

45

Top of lift 10 area

9/29/2015 2:19 PM

46

To base of Braivalveil Falls from Idarado - along river

9/27/2015 1:50 PM

47

Sheridan trail- please provide signage

9/25/2015 1:25 PM

48

Trail 200 to become passable

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

49

Bridge on trail to Bilk Basin. Work on dowlned trees on Alder Creek Trail by North peak.

9/24/2015 4:19 PM

50

Prospect (The recent work done on Papa Smurf is great, but the next few miles of downhill after
that are in bad shape!)

9/23/2015 10:59 PM

51

South side rim trail from airport road to Jud Wiebe (incorporating Rudy's)

9/23/2015 10:07 PM

52

Maintain for winter hiking

9/23/2015 6:00 PM

53

i would like to see dogs allowes on the valley floor on a leash

9/23/2015 2:07 PM

54

R/R grade and Social Trail from Vance Jct to Deep Creek Hwy Maintenance Yard.

9/23/2015 1:10 PM
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55

Crossing at Bilk Creek. Exposed cliffs along Galloping Goose (above camp) make it unsafe for
some riders.

9/23/2015 12:09 PM

56

Replace bridge on Bilk Creek Trail

9/23/2015 12:03 PM

57

Our hiking trails seem fine. Our biking trails are somewhat in the dark ages. They are rough in and
in dire need of smoothing out. Prospect Trail should be our flagship mountain biking trail, doable
for second homeowners and tourists, but, it is rough. It needs at least one bridge and significant
trail work. I have asked Bill de Alva 728-3670 to apply to TMVOA for a grant to obtain permits and
oversee improvement to this trail as well as Jurassic to Meadows. Bill has recently helped me with
a minor MB trail issue, so he seemed the right man to spearhead this. Bill helps the Nordic
association with permitting and trails. Telluride's MB trails pale in comparison to other resorts such
as Park City and Crested Butte, both of which have solid trail organizations creating and
maintaining these amenities.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM

58

I'm mostly in support of adding new trails. We have so much terrain with relatively few trails.

9/23/2015 9:17 AM

59

Most trails are fine. What I see is that when trails are inproved more poeple end up on trails and
make them worse in one season than they were before improvment.

9/23/2015 8:40 AM

60

ophir area

9/23/2015 8:16 AM

61

input is about signage

9/23/2015 6:44 AM

62

I would just like to see new trails.

9/22/2015 3:13 PM

63

Legalize biking the highline trail

9/22/2015 10:18 AM

64

Very important! A new trail built to Bridalveil Falls along the river, so people don't have to walk the
road!

9/22/2015 9:00 AM
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Q12 If you are in support of new trails, what type of trails would you like to
see built?
Answered: 316

Skipped: 17

Designated
mountain bik...

Multi-use
trails that...

Single-use
hiking trails

I am not in
support of...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Designated mountain bike trails

23.10%

73

Multi-use trails that accommodate bikes

54.11%

171

Single-use hiking trails

18.04%

57

I am not in support of building new trails

4.75%

15

TOTAL

316
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Q13 Although no new trails are currently being proposed or planned, if
you are in favor of new trails, what specific trail projects would you
support? (Select up to 4)
Answered: 324

Skipped: 9

A perimeter
trail...
More trails on
the ski reso...
Telluride to
the top of t...
Bridal Veil
Hiking Trail...
Multi-use
advanced hig...
More multi-use
trails in th...
Improvement
and completi...
Traverse trail
from T35 tra...
More
connecting...
Purpose built
trail from t...
More multi-use
trails...
Bike trail
route from t...
Bike park
trails
Trails in
Norwood and ...
I am not in
support of n...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

A perimeter trail encircling the Telluride valley and box canyon

53.09%
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More trails on the ski resort towards Prospect Basin

50.93%

165

Telluride to the top of the gondola which allows uphill bike traffic and two-way hiking, and separate route for bikes to descend
back to Telluride

46.60%

151

Bridal Veil Hiking Trail (from bottom of Bridal Veil Road up creek to bottom of Bridal Veil Falls)

38.89%

126

Multi-use advanced high route connecting the towns of Telluride, Rico, Silverton, Ouray and Ridgway

34.88%

113

More multi-use trails in the Alta Lakes/Turkey Creek Mesa Area

29.01%

94

Improvement and completion of down valley river trail

28.70%

93

Traverse trail from T35 trail to the Galloping Goose trail

24.07%

78

More connecting trails on Deep Creek Mesa/Telluride area

23.15%

75

Purpose built trail from the top of Last Dollar pass to the Sawpit area

18.21%

59

More multi-use trails surrounding Mountain Village Core

16.36%

53

Bike trail route from the big rock up Bear Creek Trail to Telluride Town Park

13.89%

45

Bike park trails

9.88%

32

Trails in Norwood and the West End

9.57%

31

I am not in support of new trails

3.09%

10

Total Respondents: 324
#

WHAT ARE YOUR NEW TRAIL IDEAS?

DATE

1

Sweet single trail connecting prospect-prospect bowl-alta-

11/18/2015 8:52 PM

2

All of the above new trail ideas sound awesome! Prioritizing is hard because they'd all be great.

11/18/2015 2:33 PM

3

a perimeter trail connecting ophir to trout lake and ophir to alta lakes

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

4

I am in favor of many new connector trials.

11/12/2015 3:05 PM

5

Bike specific flow trails

11/5/2015 6:59 PM

6

More bike trails on Wright's Mesa

10/29/2015 9:28 PM

7

Maybe they already exist, but some not-too-long connecting trails north and west of Clay Way
(Owl Gulch) would be very cool - that is some beautiful hiking country

10/29/2015 5:39 PM

8

See note above! A system of trails that connects the surrounding communities (Rico, San
Bernardo, Ophir, Down Valley, Norwoord, Ridgway, etc) to each other and Telluride would be
totally over the top great! And make this area very attractive to tourists seeking that kind of
experience, to be able to hike/ride to all these different places.

10/29/2015 12:52 PM

9

How about improving single track trails on Valley Floor to give the tourists something to ride and
keep them off of our more challenging single track trails.

10/28/2015 6:26 PM

10

Pandora drainage trails

10/28/2015 5:03 PM

11

There is a new trail from Bear creek rock to town park. We are working on the permit with the one
section that is national forest.

10/27/2015 9:23 PM

12

Frontside trail that are true intermediate multi-use, other than the service road under the gondola.

10/26/2015 9:10 PM

13

I would like to see a traverse connector trail from new Eider to the intersection of Deep Creek &
Mill Creek. I would also like to see a trail that extends the trail that traverses the Gold Hill chutes
and climbs up prospect basin and eventually traverses to just below prospect the top of prospect
lift. I would also like to see "formal" trail start near the bottom of prospect trail that descends the
drainage down to mtn village blvd and then winds through lower mtn village to connect to the
meadows trail.

10/26/2015 7:27 PM

14

Similar to Breckenridge focus on the opposing side to the ski area.

10/26/2015 4:56 PM
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15

See above

10/23/2015 3:00 AM

16

build stairway from keystone gorge overlook highway parking area down to the trail itself

10/23/2015 12:56 AM

17

intermediate level trails on the ski/USFS area above MV could highlight for summer tourist how
diverse and rewarding short hikes can be in that area (including a trail to such attactions as the old
Stamper Mill ruins along prospect creek

10/22/2015 11:45 AM

18

Trails that connect into/thru mountain village that connect into extended day or overnight hikes

10/21/2015 4:27 PM

19

More Alta Lakes area??

10/21/2015 2:23 PM

20

starting at oak st or bottom of lift #7 to top of gondola

10/16/2015 6:39 AM

21

starting at oak st or bottom of lift #7 to top of gondola

10/16/2015 6:38 AM

22

more trails in the Lawson Hill area

10/15/2015 10:47 AM

23

Beary Cobbler

10/15/2015 10:00 AM

24

More trails that are less extreme similar to trails in Crested Butte.

10/15/2015 9:14 AM

25

A gradual hiking/biking traversing grade from town park to some upper aspect of Telluride Trail..as
a new route to mountain village

10/14/2015 8:53 PM

26

We could use a few more options around town that aren't straight up and down

10/14/2015 8:20 AM

27

Separate bike trails on the Valley Floor might be needed, the conflict level is critical. Otherwhere's
Mountain Bikers need to learn to be polite.

10/9/2015 2:53 PM

28

more advanced intermediate cross country trails for biking and hiking anywhere from town (though
the last dollar sounds cool)

10/7/2015 7:25 PM

29

More trails on the valley floor with some hiking/biking separation and/or a designated beginner
mountain bike trail for tourists.

10/7/2015 1:16 PM

30

It's difficult mtn biking living in our beautiful steep mountains. I really like what Crested Butte has
done, offering single track biking for moderate bikers. Don't know where we can do that.

10/7/2015 9:19 AM

31

multi use , yet designed with mountain biking foremost in mind .

10/6/2015 11:03 PM

32

All of the above ideas should be implemented!!!

10/6/2015 9:06 PM

33

More beginner trails for visitors and kids paralleling existing jurassic, prospect, village trails.

10/6/2015 7:15 PM

34

Alta an offical trail. More up airport road...

10/6/2015 6:28 PM

35

If I could choose all of the new trail options I would. ANY NEW TRAILS ACCEPT FOR BIKE PARK
would be great.

10/6/2015 5:42 PM

36

Perimeter trail in the Ophir Valley beginning and ending at the Ophir Loop

10/6/2015 3:01 PM

37

I think there should be a new bike/other use trail in prospect basin coming off gold hill, starting lift
4 and ten connect to prospect

10/6/2015 2:26 PM

38

A easier single track around town and the mountain, similar to boggy draw

10/6/2015 2:12 PM

39

A real pump track. http://www.velosolutions.ch/pumptracks/pumptrack-pontresina/

10/6/2015 1:48 PM

40

Beginner trail on VF that teaches bike handling skills. Berms, and such

10/6/2015 12:14 PM

41

The Priest lake / Matterhorn area nordic trails should become mountain bike / hiking trails in the
summer - why not?

10/5/2015 12:44 PM

42

Similar to the Gold Hill Stairs, perhaps allow for more firm footing while attempting to summit
Palmyra Peak

10/5/2015 11:56 AM

43

Signage for all the trails off Bridal Veil, Deep Creek and Bear Creek

10/5/2015 11:06 AM

44

The high route sounds awesome, it would allow non-jeep road travel in the high country.

10/4/2015 10:05 PM

45

Renovate old path from bear creek base to dark side ferata and under the falls wall to bridalveil

10/3/2015 7:13 AM

46

Bridge and access to E side of Bear Creek. Wow, many of these on the list are great ideas!

10/2/2015 9:27 PM

47

Silver Lake to Ballard Summit, to make loop with La Junta peak and Bridal Veil Basin.

10/2/2015 4:00 PM

48

Down hill mt bike trails from gondola to town

10/2/2015 2:10 PM
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49

Reroute of the "rutted forest" section of Eider Creek to top,

10/2/2015 1:12 PM

50

separation of bike & foot traffic on the Valley floor, separation of skier & bike/foot traffic on winter
ski trails & connectors to/among exisiting trails,

10/2/2015 8:59 AM

51

Possible paved bike paths on the ski resort towards prospect basin.

10/1/2015 2:35 PM

52

Legall! Legall! Legall! I believe for all user groups to endure longevity within the USFS system,
prior to actions, proper proposals of ideas & plans should first be presented to the USFS.

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

53

I think there's a ton of potential for the chair 10 area of the ski mountain. its probably the most bikefriendly terrain and is easy enough to get to. If i rode prospect to the top of 10 then had 15 choices
to either continue my ride into prospect basin or cruise down to the core i'd be pumped.

9/29/2015 2:19 PM

54

I like the perimeter trail idea that would connect the north side trails to Bridal Veil Basin and the
south side.

9/29/2015 10:22 AM

55

Connectors between existing trails, high-country ridgeline trails, but keep it on the rougher, not
manicured, feel. Along with improved signage and free printed maps.

9/26/2015 6:29 PM

56

Maintain present trails with user friendly signage

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

57

I would love to see a link from Marshall basin to the High Line Trail

9/24/2015 4:19 PM

58

Trail connection from galloping goose to ilium bouldering area

9/24/2015 4:00 PM

59

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8zpTAJMEAsGc2lWT3kxUEJLMjg
https://youtu.be/aqEnVROL1Fk for starters...

9/23/2015 10:07 PM

60

Aames to sunshine mesa via old horse trail above cliffs. circuit east san bernardo to pond below
base camp, then all the way to Ophir on south side of valley to W trail. new circuits around lizard
Head Pass linking lower east fork trail and Stock trail on west side of highway.

9/23/2015 9:15 PM

61

Groomed winter hiking trails

9/23/2015 6:00 PM

62

Even though I am an advanced level hiker, I think Telluride/Mtn Village should offer a few more
easier trails other than Bear Creek and Jud Wiebe for out of town visitors that aren't acclimated

9/23/2015 4:58 PM

63

Any mountain bike expansion.

9/23/2015 12:43 PM

64

interconecting trails across the ski area

9/23/2015 12:35 PM

65

I think we have a good start, and to me the most important task at hand is smoothing out and
improving what we have. Certainly our mountain biking trails need to connect better.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM

66

Expand the basin trail and create alternative routes through prospect basin.

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

67

I think we need to support all areas of use, mountain biking, and hiking, OHV - motorcycles, I
generally don't support horses on these trails.

9/23/2015 9:17 AM

68

Better signage at intersections

9/22/2015 10:45 PM

69

A perimeter trail encircling prospect basin with connectors to Alta Lakes & Bear Creek

9/22/2015 10:09 PM

70

Down valley bike trail!!! I would bike commute!

9/22/2015 3:59 PM

71

New trails in Aldasoro area, more trail like village trail, more trail off of deep creek/ Eider Creek,
Flow trails.

9/22/2015 3:13 PM

72

Single-track loop around Mt Sneffels!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9/22/2015 2:52 PM

73

More Norwood and San Miguel Canyon trails

9/22/2015 12:46 PM

74

Work with Aldasoro to legalize Rudi's and allow public on the upper trail that connects filing 3 & 1.

9/22/2015 11:24 AM

75

big loop from top of chair 5 circling entire prospect basin

9/22/2015 10:12 AM

76

Trails up Bridal Veil to the Wasatch and Blue Lake. Clear the debris off of Oscars/Blitx so people
can more easily get down to the Ophir Rd. Trails in Magic Meadows.

9/22/2015 9:53 AM

77

officially connecting and extending the river road trail to Sawpit, Down Valley Park & Placerville.

9/22/2015 9:42 AM

78

Cleaning up portions of prospect trail for water navigation.

9/22/2015 9:41 AM
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Q14 How do you feel about current trail signage?
Answered: 330

Skipped: 3

What signs?

Current
signage is...

We need to add
a few more i...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

What signs?

24.55%

81

Current signage is adequate

33.03%

109

We need to add a few more in some key locations

42.42%

140

TOTAL

330

#

IF WE NEED TO IMPROVE IN SIGNAGE, WHERE:

DATE

1

Prospect, alta lakes

1/9/2016 10:21 AM

2

Whipple mt. Eider Creek, owl Gulch

11/27/2015 5:39 PM

3

Maybe in town toward trailheads

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

4

Mixed use trails, to inform/remind cyclists that they do NOT have right of way.

11/18/2015 3:02 PM

5

hope lake to south mineral- wasatch to blix

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

6

Prospect intersections with Boomerang road and San Joaquin

11/10/2015 8:43 PM

7

alta

11/5/2015 6:59 PM

8

Just about everywhere

11/1/2015 7:41 PM

9

Keep unsigned trails unsigned so locals aren't overrun by tourists - Bear Creek in the summer is
NO FUN

10/29/2015 5:39 PM

10

At trail intersections and trailheads and within town showing how to get to different trails (I know
there are some already)

10/29/2015 12:52 PM

11

Alta Lakes

10/29/2015 10:59 AM

12

the galloping goose from the top of lizard head through the matterhorn area is impossible unless
you live here and know it.

10/28/2015 6:26 PM

13

down valley park trails

10/28/2015 4:54 PM

14

Alta lakes

10/28/2015 4:00 PM

15

Everywhere, especially the high country

10/28/2015 3:24 PM

16

Alta

10/27/2015 2:34 AM
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17

Better Valley Floor, Galloping Goose signage, these are popular tourist trails.

10/26/2015 9:10 PM

18

Ballard area particlarly

10/26/2015 6:13 PM

19

Bridal Veil Basin, Sneffels Highline,

10/26/2015 4:56 PM

20

alta/t35; eider creek vs mill creek;

10/26/2015 11:32 AM

21

Ballad trail

10/23/2015 9:27 PM

22

Prospect to Alta Lakes and on down

10/22/2015 1:37 PM

23

Oak St. and Tomboy/ Imogene/Bridal Veil/

10/22/2015 12:29 PM

24

maybe a better online source for smartphones with details that can be accessed virtually as
opposed to signage that needs maintaining/updated physically

10/22/2015 11:45 AM

25

Trails could be better marked

10/21/2015 5:32 PM

26

Maps. you are here! Look at the Moab system for examples

10/21/2015 4:22 PM

27

Prospect from the T-Pee to the market?

10/21/2015 2:23 PM

28

More markers at trailhead a and en route

10/21/2015 1:39 PM

29

Ideally, all intersections would be clearly marked with consistent trail names, directional indicators
and mileage

10/19/2015 3:33 PM

30

deer tail

10/19/2015 2:02 PM

31

most places

10/17/2015 2:24 PM

32

ballard

10/15/2015 6:02 PM

33

Alta lakes

10/15/2015 10:48 AM

34

Everywhere

10/14/2015 8:53 PM

35

Sneffels high line/deep cr

10/14/2015 8:46 PM

36

sheridan crosscut

10/14/2015 11:19 AM

37

No need!

10/14/2015 8:20 AM

38

Small signs at juctions or when crossing dirt roads to confirm your on the right trail.

10/13/2015 2:36 PM

39

Prospect/Alta/T35. I've come across lots of lost bikers there!

10/13/2015 12:23 PM

40

current signage and guidebooks possibly excessive - encountering many lost visitors

10/12/2015 11:53 PM

41

Just at key points in general.

10/12/2015 8:45 AM

42

galloping goose,between lizard head and illium, just past san bernardo, the trail spit us out onto
the 145. We were biking,not that fast, but must of missed signage to avoid dangerous 's' curves
and semi truck traffic of mountain biking on the highway. Point being, riding on the 145, looking for
some unmarked underpass to get back on the trail,(while avoiding traffic) I crashed into a camp
green reflector post.Kinda ruined my season as my body is broken. Yes it is my doing, however ,
had the trail been marked properly, I would not have been put in a dangerous situation of no
shoulder highway mountain biking. please check into this. thanks.

10/11/2015 5:55 PM

43

Everywhere!!!

10/11/2015 3:04 PM

44

Alta lakes trails

10/8/2015 8:31 AM

45

Alta,Alta-Prospect

10/8/2015 7:48 AM

46

Alta Lakes

10/8/2015 6:44 AM

47

Valley floor, Goose,

10/8/2015 5:25 AM

48

Everywhere esp along prospect and to Alta also from there to t35

10/8/2015 4:13 AM

49

everywhere

10/7/2015 7:25 PM

50

Keep it informative but minimal.

10/7/2015 1:18 PM

51

Bridal veil /Blue Lake/Silver Lake area especially or anywhere tourist traffic is really high.

10/7/2015 1:16 PM
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52

Even though signage is minimal on some trails, it fosters route finding skills and more a wilderness
experience when riding.

10/7/2015 9:48 AM

53

hmmm ?

10/6/2015 11:03 PM

54

The Wasatch loop

10/6/2015 10:51 PM

55

On all the current trails

10/6/2015 9:40 PM

56

Alta lakes can be confusing to newcomers due to lack of signage

10/6/2015 9:22 PM

57

All intersections with maps and " you are here" postingsl

10/6/2015 9:06 PM

58

prospect to T35

10/6/2015 8:10 PM

59

Lawson valley floor, upper boomerang.

10/6/2015 7:15 PM

60

Prospect by bridge 11

10/6/2015 6:28 PM

61

Starting in town and radiating out so them tourists don't get turned around and all.

10/6/2015 5:42 PM

62

high alpine trails

10/6/2015 5:37 PM

63

Alta Lakes!!

10/6/2015 5:21 PM

64

Jud Weibe/Deep Creek/Sneffels Highline

10/6/2015 5:02 PM

65

If you don't know where you're going, Prospect can be confusing, especially yurt to fire rd to
downhill section if you don't do the loop, also when you get out and have to bike uphill

10/6/2015 4:34 PM

66

Alta

10/6/2015 4:22 PM

67

Highline, Bridal Veil

10/6/2015 3:46 PM

68

on all trails. needs to be easy to navigate

10/6/2015 3:43 PM

69

Alta,

10/6/2015 3:07 PM

70

I only note Ballard trail as having little or no signage, but i am sure there are others.

10/6/2015 2:26 PM

71

Prospect in several places

10/6/2015 2:12 PM

72

Alta Lakes

10/6/2015 2:04 PM

73

Wasatch loop- bear creek to bridal veil. Blue lake above bridal veil. include distances???

10/6/2015 2:02 PM

74

Prospect to Alta

10/6/2015 1:48 PM

75

Leaving prospect to Alta. Everywhere in Alta.

10/6/2015 12:14 PM

76

I'll have t think about this…

10/6/2015 9:08 AM

77

Alta

10/6/2015 9:07 AM

78

Everywhere. All non gondola serviced trails in the telluride area.

10/5/2015 8:34 PM

79

Whipple Mountain

10/5/2015 5:05 PM

80

Webie / Highline intersection, many people go the wrong way here, there was a SAR call because
of this two weeks ago

10/5/2015 3:44 PM

81

upper mtn trails such as silverlake, wastch

10/5/2015 1:40 PM

82

Signage for all the connecting trails from the main such as Bridal Veil, sneffles and Bear Creekj

10/5/2015 11:06 AM

83

deep creek needs signs badly in the whipple area. Ophir needs them too.

10/4/2015 10:05 PM

84

ski area to alta lakes to t-35

10/4/2015 3:35 PM

85

Prospect trail

10/3/2015 9:39 AM

86

Not sure where to begin.

10/2/2015 4:00 PM

87

Everywhere

10/2/2015 3:35 PM

88

Upper bridal veil Wasatch trail/la junta basin

10/2/2015 2:22 PM

89

Where appropriate

10/2/2015 2:10 PM

90

Deep Creek side, Prospect / Alta Lakes sections

10/2/2015 1:12 PM
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91

All intersections

10/2/2015 10:57 AM

92

Most trails need more signage, especially where there is high use by non-locals (wiebe/bear
creek/valley floor)

10/2/2015 8:59 AM

93

Going towards Silver Lake & Lewis Mine.

10/1/2015 2:35 PM

94

Everywhere.

10/1/2015 11:54 AM

95

Maybe the non-motorized user groups should look to the systems in place by the motorized user
groups. Signs! That should be a rather basic procedure. Curious as to why the non-motorized
group can't figure out signage? Maybe non-motorized groups should look into "sticker program" in
order to fund a signage & information program for the many users ill informed! Look STAY THE
TRAIL!

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

96

One update I see, in the keystone gorge the trail sign is confusing. Have a star saying "you are
here now" for the first time hikers, I have had to help folks.

9/30/2015 2:43 PM

97

Trails, like Jud Weibe, that are bike free (from Waterline to Tomboy side)

9/30/2015 11:31 AM

98

there are very few signs

9/29/2015 6:29 PM

99

When prospect hits the ski run before you connect on the road, you need to ride uphill about
100yds after a T intersection before there's a sign letting you know you went the right way.

9/29/2015 2:19 PM

100

Prospect, especially toward the end when you come out on the ski run and need to turn right/up to
the dirt road. There, and the rest of Prospect beyond that point.

9/27/2015 10:00 PM

101

Various off Bear Creek trail, Contention, La Junta Basin

9/27/2015 1:50 PM

102

At every trail junction, not just trail head.

9/26/2015 6:29 PM

103

Alta Lakes

9/26/2015 7:40 AM

104

Most Village connections back to town

9/25/2015 8:47 PM

105

Sheridan Trail- don't know where it is/lack of signage

9/25/2015 1:25 PM

106

Good signage or brochures to show TH parking and distances for hike

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

107

T35/Alta area I find very confusing. Perhaps more signs that show that bikes are allowed (Deep
Creek, ie)

9/24/2015 1:54 PM

108

Sheridan Cross Cut

9/24/2015 1:52 PM

109

visitors are constantly asking for directions - use a number system like in Europe

9/24/2015 8:44 AM

110

high country signage should be limited and basic

9/24/2015 6:17 AM

111

Signs directing people from the Village Core towards Jurassic and Meadows are terrible. Most
people see the sign for the Meadows ski run and end up on the driving range. People are also
always lost on Prospect Trail after top of Lift 10

9/23/2015 10:59 PM

112

Need to begin with an integrated trail plan

9/23/2015 10:07 PM

113

Judd Wiebe

9/23/2015 10:01 PM

114

alta, prospect areas. signage could improve in most areas. Generally not there or not clear

9/23/2015 9:57 PM

115

Improved signage on more difficult hikes. I got lost on Ballard last week...

9/23/2015 4:58 PM

116

Deep Creek/Eider/Weibe connections

9/23/2015 1:08 PM

117

Wilson Mesa Trail, Trailheads off of Silver Pick Road

9/23/2015 12:09 PM

118

Consistently remove all obtrusive / graffiti rock stacks (aka "cairns"), especially on Bear Creek

9/23/2015 11:37 AM

119

everywhere, with uniformity

9/23/2015 11:19 AM

120

Prospect, Jurassic, Meadows. A big problem is how they stop and start along the way. They need
to flow better.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM

121

Everywhere, there are no signs...

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

122

Sneffels highline

9/23/2015 9:23 AM
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123

I like small non obtrusive map posts. especially when you are away from town, Immediate area
signage is adaquate

9/23/2015 9:17 AM

124

tell people to buy map and compass.

9/23/2015 8:40 AM

125

Can't say

9/23/2015 7:09 AM

126

strongly recommend addition of Emergency Location Marker (ELM) system that has begun in
other states adn is spreading nationwide. It uses the nation's interoperable coordinate system. See
article: http://www.twoharborsmn.com/news/lake-county/3836985-lake-county-serves-modelstandardized-emergency-location-signs

9/23/2015 6:44 AM

127

Sign posts above timberline

9/22/2015 10:45 PM

128

Silver Lake, Ballard, La Junta, etc!

9/22/2015 8:38 PM

129

Alta lakes

9/22/2015 3:13 PM

130

Tempted to have answered "what signs" as they are sparse. Could use better signs at many
intersections, and area maps with a 'You are here' notation at trail intersection!

9/22/2015 2:52 PM

131

I've bushwacked to Sunshine Mt from Ilium a few times. Whipple Mt, upper deep creek

9/22/2015 2:21 PM

132

Most locations. We all know where the trails go, but visitors don't.

9/22/2015 12:46 PM

133

From lizard head down to sunshine Mesa

9/22/2015 10:18 AM

134

alta

9/22/2015 10:12 AM

135

Mill Creek, liberty bell, Sheridan crosscut

9/22/2015 10:04 AM

136

Alta lakes

9/22/2015 10:02 AM

137

Key intersections. Have the signs with a map so users have an idea of where they are at.
Something similar to the Trails 2000.

9/22/2015 9:53 AM

138

Sheridan Cross Cut, Wasatch

9/22/2015 9:41 AM

139

hugh country; Ballard early section

9/22/2015 9:36 AM

140

Sneffels Highline, Silver Lake

9/22/2015 9:31 AM

141

Bridal Veil Basin trails

9/22/2015 9:31 AM
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Q15 If you are in support of new trails, what level of challenge do you
seek?
Answered: 311

Skipped: 22

Low challenge
(small hills...

Medium
challenge (s...

Advanced
challenge...

Expert (high,
hard, expose...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Low challenge (small hills, smooth tread)

4.50%

Medium challenge (some hills w/ moderate grade, small technical sections)

59.81%

186

Advanced challenge (steep sections, technical challenges)

29.90%

93

Expert (high, hard, exposed, steep and long)

5.79%

18

TOTAL

14

311
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Q16 Is there easily accessible information for potential trails users about
the local trail network?
Answered: 302

Skipped: 31
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No
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Yes

55.63%

168

No

44.37%

134

TOTAL

302
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Q17 From your perspective, what level of user conflict occurs on our
regional trail system?
Answered: 326

Skipped: 7

None, we all
get along

There are a
few problem...

Bikers and
hikers do no...
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None, we all get along

27.61%

90

There are a few problem spots, but overall not too bad

61.66%

201

Bikers and hikers do not mix, we need to have separate trails in most cases

10.74%

35

TOTAL

326

#

IF YOU SEE PROBLEM AREAS, WHERE ARE THEY?

DATE

1

valley floor conflict between hikers and bikers

1/9/2016 10:21 AM

2

Prospect, Jurassic, Bear Creek

11/27/2015 5:39 PM

3

Ski area (mountain village side) River trail in town is much more of a problem--really need signage
here.

11/18/2015 3:02 PM

4

Rudy's bike trail not being accessible due to private owners position is not ideal.

11/18/2015 2:33 PM

5

parking ---- crossing private land instead of finding a proper solution to stay on public lands

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

6

River Trail is overgrown, we need to cut vegetation and trees. Basic maintnance

11/7/2015 11:19 AM

7

We dont see many problems; however, bikers and hikers want different types of trails, thus,
separate

11/5/2015 6:59 PM

8

Some bike/hike conflicts with speeding cyclists

10/29/2015 9:28 PM

9

ski area trails not good for hikers, mt bikes and horses don't mix well, sneffels highline shouldn't be
a bike trail! it's wilderness.

10/29/2015 8:45 PM

10

Bikers coming down Bear Creek and Jud Weibe expect hikers to jump off fast, regardless of terrain

10/29/2015 5:39 PM

11

The high use trails close to town and mtn village that attract both hikers and bikers- wiebe, mill
creek, prospect, jurassic, etc.

10/29/2015 12:52 PM

12

west end of jud weibe

10/29/2015 10:59 AM
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13

What I'm really bothered by is the guided bike tours that run tourists from top of Lizard head pass
down the goose then exit the goose on to the highway at Matterhorn campground. They go along
the highway and then back on to the goose past the challenging single track. It is crazy dangerous
from the vehicular conflict situation but annoying for us riding these trails when we run into these
large groups riding at a very beginner level. If you can't ride them then go ride somewhere else.

10/28/2015 6:26 PM

14

jurassic could be one-way going down for bikes

10/28/2015 4:54 PM

15

Jed weibe, Bear Creek, River Trail**

10/28/2015 4:00 PM

16

River Trail where visitors on foot and bike are going slow and other bikers are going too fast.
Some near-collisions at worst and annoyances at best.

10/28/2015 3:24 PM

17

Bear Creek

10/26/2015 9:10 PM

18

Trails that cross private property

10/26/2015 7:27 PM

19

The issues between Town of Telluride, Mountain Village, and Telski. Lack of enthusiasm from
Forest Service and our local community.

10/26/2015 4:56 PM

20

some private land access issues; some hiker/biker conflict

10/26/2015 11:32 AM

21

bikers vs. hikers

10/23/2015 12:56 AM

22

jurassic, meadows, river trail, village trail

10/22/2015 1:37 PM

23

Valley floor

10/21/2015 5:32 PM

24

Hunters ruining the fall hiking season. Need trails that designate no hunting.

10/21/2015 2:13 PM

25

maybe some separate trails, but mostly users need to follow a reasonable yield system

10/16/2015 7:55 PM

26

jud wiebe and valley floor

10/16/2015 6:39 AM

27

jud wiebe and valley floor

10/16/2015 6:38 AM

28

Prospect

10/15/2015 10:56 AM

29

With the administration of forest service

10/15/2015 10:48 AM

30

Some trails are hard to run or keep a dog off the lease and hike with all of the bikers on it

10/14/2015 10:02 PM

31

High traffic, multi use trails back to telluride can get extremely jammed up during the busy months
with all skills of riders and hikers. Maybe create a new one way bike trail from mtn village back to
town, like Jurassic, boomerang, meadows. Trails get jammed with hikers/ bikers of all skill levels
especially during busy months. Maybe create a new one way bike trail from mtn village back to
town

10/14/2015 7:30 PM

32

Mill Creek/Deep Creek - hikers often have to step off trail for mtb riders, causing potential damage
& degradation

10/14/2015 11:04 AM

33

As trails expand and more people use them to hike, cut the trails in a manner that doesnt cause
too many blind corners where bikers and hikers could run into one another w/o seeing until too
late.

10/13/2015 2:36 PM

34

blind corners on Jurassic with bikes coming down and runners going up

10/13/2015 12:55 PM

35

Bikers and hikers. I feel like hikers don't like me even though I'm always really nice.

10/13/2015 12:23 PM

36

Bear Creek during winter

10/12/2015 4:09 PM

37

Jurassic trail, hard for bikes to see hikers until they are so close because of the curvy nature and
they FLY down that trail.

10/12/2015 8:45 AM

38

DOG SH*T!

10/11/2015 5:55 PM

39

je d weibe, lower

10/9/2015 10:20 PM

40

Bikers need to learn to be polite on most trails, signage can go to this. Valley Floor is critical and
may need separate trails.

10/9/2015 2:53 PM

41

Seems fine to me these days. I'm not out there as much as other.

10/8/2015 1:30 PM

42

hikers not being aware a trail is multi use

10/8/2015 8:31 AM

43

Prospect Trail, Bikers/hikers. Could use single use trails on the ski area.

10/8/2015 8:24 AM
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44

disrespectful bikers-intolerant hikers

10/8/2015 7:48 AM

45

Jurassic/meadows

10/8/2015 5:25 AM

46

Bikers rippining down Jurassic and meadows. Blind spots.... Hikers. This doesn't mix.

10/7/2015 6:21 PM

47

Valley Floor conflicts need to be address. Heavily used for biking and walking.

10/7/2015 1:18 PM

48

Bikers on the Highline trail, valley floor single track in spots (difficult to pass etc.)

10/7/2015 1:16 PM

49

Two way traffic on various trails. It's just something as a trail user you need to be aware of and
always keep on the lookout.

10/7/2015 10:04 AM

50

Jud Wiebe can get crowded with hikers and bikers

10/7/2015 10:02 AM

51

poor etiquette on the side of the bikers. A bell or voice alerting hikers is considerate.

10/7/2015 9:19 AM

52

Prospect

10/7/2015 6:53 AM

53

Weibe descent is steep and fast on popular hiking route, good example where two trails need to
be created. Jurassic is too popular for bikers/hikers to be safe. Possible separation there as well

10/7/2015 1:40 AM

54

skiers/hikers in bear creek

10/6/2015 11:03 PM

55

Bikers who do not use lights at night.

10/6/2015 10:51 PM

56

Valley Floor can be a bit dangreous to hikers / runners because bikes move fast.

10/6/2015 10:05 PM

57

Prospect and jud webe on the west side.

10/6/2015 9:40 PM

58

I feel that bikers and hikers want different things from their trails. Hikers don't like bikers speed and
noise and bikers don't like hikers ruining their downhill. Bike trail systems benefit from one direction
trails. Let's build bike specific trails to make everybody happy.

10/6/2015 9:22 PM

59

Trails surrounding the and trails on the ski resort

10/6/2015 9:06 PM

60

more diversity, more rolling stuff, more shoulder season options for when the high country is shut
down. MORE TRAILS!

10/6/2015 5:42 PM

61

Bear Creek and Mill Creek

10/6/2015 5:37 PM

62

Bear Creek, Jud WIebe, BridalVeil Road

10/6/2015 5:18 PM

63

Runners/hikers on Village Trail and Prospect, I stick to running on trails that aren't single track with
the exception of Meadows (& Jurassic) bc it runs behind my house

10/6/2015 4:34 PM

64

Bikes on the Webe

10/6/2015 3:46 PM

65

up hill hikers on down hill mountain bike trails. IE Village trail and weibe

10/6/2015 3:43 PM

66

Only when individuals cross private lands to access existing trails.

10/6/2015 3:07 PM

67

Jud wiebe gets a little busy. Want to make sure us bikers are respectful to hikers

10/6/2015 2:56 PM

68

I think its a fairly good scene, I have rarely had a bad encounter hiking or biking

10/6/2015 2:26 PM

69

People biking in bear creek and hikers in prospect trail

10/6/2015 2:12 PM

70

The East Jude Weibe. Biker leave the waterline, and then descend on the Weibe. The Weibe
hiking traffic is insane.

10/6/2015 12:14 PM

71

Bikes and hikers on trails originally built for hiking is always a conflict

10/6/2015 9:25 AM

72

Ridge trail, Jurassic Trail, Jud Weibe occasionally,

10/6/2015 9:08 AM

73

Jud. Valley floor

10/5/2015 8:34 PM

74

Prospect Trail from San Sophia

10/5/2015 5:05 PM

75

Signage

10/5/2015 11:06 AM

76

The greatest potential conflict currently is between mountain bikers and hikers. The problems
arise from a minority of bikers who descend trails too rapidly without caution for hikers.

10/5/2015 8:37 AM

77

Walkers will always perceive bikers as going too fast.

10/4/2015 3:35 PM

78

Bikers erode trails. Bikers need to be restricted from steep areas. Not allowing bikers on Telluride
Trail was good decision.

10/4/2015 10:11 AM
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79

Bear Creek is just too overcrowded, an alternative like Bridal Veil trail and E side of Bear Creek

10/2/2015 9:27 PM

80

River trail is too narrow in places to have bikes, hikers and dogs. Bikers frequently go too fast
descending Bear Creek.

10/2/2015 4:00 PM

81

jurassic

10/2/2015 3:56 PM

82

Judd, Bear creek, bikes and hikers could be happier apart

10/2/2015 3:35 PM

83

Bear creek trail Jurassic prospect. High traffic multi use conflicts between bikers hikers

10/2/2015 2:22 PM

84

Jud Webe mainly

10/2/2015 2:10 PM

85

No mountain bikes on Highline is problematic.

10/2/2015 1:12 PM

86

I also see conflict with foot traffic especially unleashed dogs (and multiple dogs) especially in tight
areas and short view sections (I am thinking river trail). Bear Creek is dangerous when there are
bikers so is Wiebe. Until there are new or separate trails, perhaps suggested hours of bike v.
hikers could be circulated. Winter(fat tire) bikers have been exceptionally disrespectful of the
groomed nordic trails on the valley floor, prieast lake and trout lake.

10/2/2015 8:59 AM

87

Sometimes bikes on Judd Weibe

10/1/2015 2:35 PM

88

EGO! Trails being built at will on USFS for "private" or "he/she is cool enough" purposes

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

89

Jud Weibe, sometimes Jurassic from the Peaks to Meadows to Lawson Hill.

9/30/2015 11:31 AM

90

Downhill Biker vs Hiker.

9/30/2015 9:27 AM

91

Biker/hiker traffic on the Wiebe is most commonly experienced by me.

9/29/2015 10:22 AM

92

Unleashed/unrestrained dogs on the trail

9/28/2015 9:49 PM

93

Where bikers and hikers mix, or prospect basin to Alta should not allow snowmobiles

9/27/2015 1:50 PM

94

Maybe just some general education about trail etiquette, especially between bikers and
hikers/runners

9/26/2015 6:29 PM

95

River trail bikers v hikers

9/26/2015 7:40 AM

96

Just post rules of road, bikes need to be aware of blind curves and corners

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

97

The river trail from Willow to Boomerang road. Many bikers especailly summer vistors with kids fail
to understand that this is a multiuse trail with dogs, toddlers, strollers etc.

9/24/2015 4:19 PM

98

Dogs being off leaches, running all over. As a runner, I am not comfortable with dogs approaching
me and the owner thinking it is okay.

9/24/2015 2:51 PM

99

descending down Jud Wiebe - most current bike terrain is very steep from town which conflicts
with hikers/runners

9/24/2015 1:54 PM

100

single track bike trails branching out into multi-trail systems

9/24/2015 11:36 AM

101

I have stopped using trails with even moderate bikes. Aggressive riders are a threat to myself and
my dog. I have no problem sharing trails with safe, polite riders and will happily move for them but
way to many are rude and unsafe. I have even seen Xgames wanta bees on the River Trail. These
nuts do not mix well with dogs, children, and casual walkers.

9/24/2015 6:17 AM

102

Growing popularity of Prospect trail for bikers and hikers combined with steep and narrow sections
is a growing challenge.

9/23/2015 10:07 PM

103

Highline! should be open to bikes! Ophir, bikes should be allowed anywhere they can stay on the
trail.

9/23/2015 9:15 PM

104

bikers and hikers are a tough mix

9/23/2015 6:09 PM

105

Mtn Village. I mostly hike with my dogs, almost get run over by bikes, but in general we get along

9/23/2015 4:58 PM

106

Jurassic trail

9/23/2015 12:43 PM

107

Ski area trails - bikers

9/23/2015 12:03 PM

108

where motorized access is allowed on single tracks

9/23/2015 11:37 AM

109

I think bikers need a bit more education about slowing down when hikers approach

9/23/2015 11:23 AM
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110

I do belive the MB trails should be dedicated for riding - we have many hiking trails, but few MB
trails. This may not be possible.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM

111

Hiking traffic on Village Trail. Uphill bike traffic on Prospect descent (prob coming in from ski
ranches), downhill bike traffic vs uphill hikers on Wiebe after waterline junction to cornet creek,
dirtbikes on east fork trail

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

112

People clash and over-react all the time. Sometimes people are oblivious and don't under stand
Right of Ways. I generally don't have issues with other trail users while out and about.

9/23/2015 9:17 AM

113

Bikers in Wilderness areas, such as Sneffles Highline basin

9/23/2015 9:15 AM

114

I have only had problems with horses and riders. Where it because of them getting mad because
there orse got spoocked or the amount of shit the horse leave in the trails.

9/23/2015 8:40 AM

115

make trail maker system easy to use and understand with least number of digits

9/23/2015 6:44 AM

116

n/a

9/22/2015 10:45 PM

117

Jud Wiebe downhill from Mill Creek, occasionally on the Waterline trail & Galloping Goose Lawson
to Ilium section

9/22/2015 10:09 PM

118

Jud webe

9/22/2015 3:13 PM

119

Jurassic trail - lots of hikers have headphones or music on and cannot hear bikes coming.

9/22/2015 1:59 PM

120

I think skiers and hikers in Bear Creek is the biggest conflict.

9/22/2015 12:46 PM

121

There should be more signage on the Prospect trail warning hikers and bikers to look out for
eachother.

9/22/2015 10:38 AM

122

the weibe

9/22/2015 9:53 AM

123

snowmobiles on Trout Lake, Bear Creek with bikers

9/22/2015 9:41 AM

124

Bridal Veil Road 4x4 vs. Hikers. Hikers should have more info about alternative routes to avoid
cars & dust. Also, hikers should have some guidance about reducing waste.

9/22/2015 9:31 AM

125

Bear Creek from Town to the Big Rock, Galloping Goose to Vance Junction

9/22/2015 9:31 AM

126

west side of the Weibe.

9/22/2015 9:00 AM
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Q18 Would you support a new tax initiative to fund building new trails and
improving our existing trail network?
Answered: 328

Skipped: 5
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Q19 Would you be in favor of allocating existing public funds for building
new trails and improving our existing trail network?
Answered: 328

Skipped: 5
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Q20 Would you be willing to help out with improving the Telluride regional
trails system?
Answered: 321

Skipped: 12

Yes, I would
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Q21 What would be your top priority for improving the Telluride trails
system? (specific trail improvements, signage, better connections?)
Answered: 232

Skipped: 101

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

better connects in the Prospect area, more trails that are family friendly in the Mountain Village
area, more flowy trails that appeal to a wide variety of rider abilities

1/9/2016 10:21 AM

2

All of the above.

11/27/2015 5:39 PM

3

More mountain biking designated trails

11/18/2015 8:52 PM

4

Anything which will help keep people walking and biking as opposed to using vehicles plus more
trails and connections on north side of valley.

11/18/2015 3:02 PM

5

The My top priority would be more mountain bike trails built specifically to be fun for mountain
biking (i.e. fast flowy, diverse, technical sections etc...) It seems like some of the mesas outside
town would provide good terrain for this (less steep, more open tha in the box canyon area). The
alta lakes/prospect area also seems to have alot of potential since there are already alot of nice
singletrack up there that just needs to be linked up more systematically and signed and
maintained. Basically more bike trails in general would be great, especially more designed as bike
trails systems (like Ridgway Area Trails (RAT) and Phil's world). However, all of the ideas in the
above list would make great trail additions to the area! It was hard to choose! A trail from the top of
Last Dollar Pass down into Sawpit sounded intriguing and could be a cool shuttle downhill for
mountain bikers.

11/18/2015 2:33 PM

6

traversing connector trails at or above treeline

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

7

Connector trails, signage, creating and maintaining popular tourist trails.

11/12/2015 3:05 PM

8

Working on reroutes and drainage for prospect. We need to take care of and improve the trails we
have if we're seriously considering (and we should be) taking on more trail projects in the area.

11/10/2015 8:43 PM

9

Solve overgrown issues, control vegetation

11/7/2015 11:19 AM

10

Trail down to town from top of gondola or Boomerang Rd. traverse to town, bike friendly (berms,
jumps, flow trail) Perimeter trail around Telluride with downhill options

11/5/2015 6:59 PM

11

Signage after trailhead for visitors ; - )

11/1/2015 7:41 PM

12

I feel like the valley floor trail and the downhill sections of Prospect trail need the most work. Very
pitted out and hard to ride after a rain or even a couple days after.

11/1/2015 7:24 PM

13

Coronet Creek stabilization.

10/30/2015 8:55 PM

14

Better connections

10/29/2015 9:28 PM

15

USFS trail crew needs to be bigger and better funded so they can get yearly and deferred
maintenance done I worked for them for 10 years and they struggle every year yet we always tried
to do as much as we could with limited funding... perhaps we need to start registering our hiking
boots and mt bikes so we can get some funding in that direction rather than CPW's focus on
motorized tralls, that's where the $ is right now and so $ is not coming to telluride area, all going to
places like gunnison. San miguel county should help fund a trail crew so our trails don't get worse
shape than they are/ I would say top priorty should be drainage work, every trail I can think of up
there needs major work... Signing is decent, don't cater to lost tourists, people should carry a map
when they go out... dedicated volunteer group like they have in ouray could help the USFS keep
up with yearly maintenance

10/29/2015 8:45 PM

16

No major signage (leave it alone) - the experience of solitude, silence and wildlife encounters is
priceless

10/29/2015 5:39 PM

17

more trails out of town to alleviate crowds on Bear Creek and Jud Wiebe

10/29/2015 2:26 PM
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18

Better and more connections as well as new trails mentioned above. I also think the trails should
be open to e-cycles. If there was a decent off highway trail from Placerville to Tride I know I would
ride my bike instead of drive as much as I could in the summer. I have had others tell me they
would do the same!

10/29/2015 12:52 PM

19

Signage

10/29/2015 11:01 AM

20

Bike access to town from resort (not boomerang)

10/29/2015 10:59 AM

21

More down valley trails

10/28/2015 8:30 PM

22

Galloping goose stream crossings between Wilson Creek (east fork) and sunshine mesa road. Add
more intermediate level mountain bike single track- wherever possible. Create an easy 4-8 mile
beginner loop on valley floor to put tourists and our local beginner kids on.

10/28/2015 6:26 PM

23

New trails in more exposed areas!!

10/28/2015 5:03 PM

24

bridges above Sawpit

10/28/2015 4:54 PM

25

Better smoother mtb trails

10/28/2015 4:00 PM

26

Signage for sure. Then maintaining some washed-out, eroded and sketchy high-exposure places
in the high country.

10/28/2015 3:24 PM

27

We need bike trails on the front side.

10/28/2015 8:29 AM

28

The Colorado tourism has grant money in place for towns to connect with bike hike trails. Like Rico
to Telluride. And Telluride to Ridgway.

10/27/2015 9:23 PM

29

Some sections of existing trail (ie mill creek, eider creek) are getting over grown

10/27/2015 2:34 AM

30

Focus on beginner and intermediate trails. Our terrain is difficult for this, but really it is what we
lack compared to most resort communities.

10/26/2015 9:10 PM

31

more connections between trails and the trail suggestions listed above

10/26/2015 7:27 PM

32

Signage

10/26/2015 6:25 PM

33

Better connections, improved signage and multiuser trails

10/26/2015 6:13 PM

34

Creating a multi-use trail system close to town and Alta. And signage for hikers in the Hugh
Country!

10/26/2015 4:56 PM

35

More trails!

10/26/2015 11:32 AM

36

clean up some of the existing trails so they are not overgrown and add new and interesting trails.

10/26/2015 10:44 AM

37

A trail to bridal Veil.

10/25/2015 9:05 AM

38

Better connections

10/23/2015 3:00 AM

39

Better connections, more single track, more technical sections.

10/22/2015 3:21 PM

40

more intermediate trails

10/22/2015 1:37 PM

41

Don't know, sorry.

10/22/2015 12:29 PM

42

remediating the already in place old mining trail to the Mill ruins in prospect would be a low impact,
USFS jurisdiction based, historically informative and moderately challenging trail for our residents
and visitors be they summer hikers or winter snowshoers. It would be akin to a hike to the Lewis
mine but on a scale much more accessible by residents and visitors alike

10/22/2015 11:45 AM

43

Signage. Connecting trails. Easy to use one place website for trail status and ratings

10/21/2015 5:32 PM

44

Better connections to make medium and longer distance loops around mountain village

10/21/2015 4:27 PM

45

More intermediate trails in the mountain village and prospect and ski area.

10/21/2015 4:22 PM

46

The root section (downhill from the Prospect T-Pee) really needs some help....

10/21/2015 2:23 PM

47

signage, connections

10/21/2015 2:13 PM

48

Signage and more medium level trails

10/21/2015 1:39 PM

49

Signage - we are a resort town as well as a community!

10/19/2015 3:33 PM
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50

Improve and maintain existing. Connectors. Let high country alone for those few of us that use
them. The lack of trails there is our freedom to rome.

10/19/2015 2:02 PM

51

Signage and trail improvements

10/17/2015 2:24 PM

52

Extend river trail to bridal veil

10/16/2015 5:56 AM

53

connections

10/15/2015 1:43 PM

54

New intermediate trails/signs for connecting prospect to alta lakes and signs for trail system in alta
lakes

10/15/2015 10:48 AM

55

Something like the the perimeter trail in Ouray that would be easy and accessible for tourists. Take
a little pressure off the Weibe and keep Clay's Way unsigned, unmapped, and QUIET.

10/15/2015 10:47 AM

56

Bear Creek to Bridleveil Falls

10/15/2015 10:00 AM

57

More diversity in less difficult trails so locals and more importantly tourists have a choice rather
than really extreme riding.

10/15/2015 9:14 AM

58

Add more biking trails - ones that allow hikers are fine though.

10/14/2015 10:02 PM

59

New trails and connections

10/14/2015 8:53 PM

60

A small amount of signage in bridal veil basin at jcts.

10/14/2015 8:46 PM

61

More bike trails back to telluride from mtn village. Or from top of gondola. More looks and
connections into and out of prospect basin and Alta.

10/14/2015 7:30 PM

62

Temporary/removable bridges on the Valley Floor bike paths; MORE trails & loops on the Valley
Floor; a beginner-friendly connection for T35/Galloping Goose

10/14/2015 11:04 AM

63

Single track trails up to waterfall/ powerhouse, complete River trail to down valley

10/14/2015 8:20 AM

64

Get the Forest Service involved in managing their system not just lip service but hands on.

10/13/2015 6:21 PM

65

Specific trail improvement

10/13/2015 3:12 PM

66

Better connections on the ski Mtn. & a top to bottom winding single track into town for those willing
to climb to the top. Whistler does a fantastic job of linking trails.

10/13/2015 2:36 PM

67

New and improved trails to support and connect to existing trails.

10/13/2015 2:28 PM

68

Map with all of the trails for locals and visitors to easily find trails

10/13/2015 12:55 PM

69

Smurf downhill on Prospect. I think it should be rebuilt entirely.

10/13/2015 12:23 PM

70

either leave alone or mitigate the impact of downhill traffic at prospect, alta lakes & T35. East Fork
is not included on the survey, but East Fork, Calico Trail & Wilson Mesa suffer serious damage
from motorized dirt bikes.

10/12/2015 11:53 PM

71

Trails like Deertrail Basin need to have deadfall trees cleared... this is an example, generally
speaking it would be nice for less-used trails to be maintained a bit better). Trail into La Junta
Basin from Bear Creek may be in the same category.

10/12/2015 9:56 PM

72

Trail improvements connecting Rico to Telluride and beyond

10/12/2015 4:09 PM

73

At this point I'm probably most interested in Norwood & West End based trails

10/12/2015 3:57 PM

74

signage on the galloping goose trail to avoid highway 145 when using the underpass to continue
down illiim valley. dog doo bags and can

10/11/2015 5:55 PM

75

I think the Silver Lake trail needs a lot of help! All the trails in Bridal Veil need more work and
signage. I like some of the ideas for new trails around Telluride.

10/11/2015 3:04 PM

76

1. Uphill option to San Sophia from town/ mtn village. 2. Last dollar/Hastings Mesa trail system 3.
Down valley river trail to sawpit & placerville

10/10/2015 12:29 PM

77

improving existing system, discovering new trails linking residential zones.

10/9/2015 10:20 PM

78

This is a good place to start in making those decisions - a little bit of each is a good place to start,
allowing obvious priorities to get a bigger slice would work.

10/9/2015 2:53 PM

79

Water drainage in rainy season.

10/8/2015 1:30 PM
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80

Not sure, but when the heavy rains come in the summer, the Ilium-Sawpit river road gets
practically washed out and nearly un-usable for long amounts of time. Not sure what the solution
there is.

10/8/2015 9:41 AM

81

We should have a complete trail network, instead of random trails that have just evolved. Mt.
Village has great terrain for both downhill/lift access trails, and cross country trails. Yet their
current trail system is garbage. Alta lakes is one of the best rides in the area, yet it is impossible to
follow with out someone showing you the way (Signage!)

10/8/2015 7:48 AM

82

adding new trails in the Prospect, Alta, Telluride Trail areas

10/8/2015 6:44 AM

83

Signage

10/8/2015 4:13 AM

84

Getting startef

10/7/2015 7:53 PM

85

the great but very beaten up section of the top of prospect on the way down (papa smurf down)

10/7/2015 7:25 PM

86

Better connections. Establish the single track in Ophir!

10/7/2015 6:21 PM

87

Get money. How about working with the community to rethink the Airline Guarantee Tax program.
Revisit it, by vote, every other year with consideration for other programs - like dedicating to trails
& trail improvements for 2 years.

10/7/2015 1:18 PM

88

Valley floor single track. It connects so many trails in and out of Telluride so it is a key component
to a successful trail system...and it's in bad shape. Beginner bicyclists go out there thinking that
because it is flat it is easy, but I see them struggling all the time. I am not typically an advocate for
separate hike/bike trails, but this is one area that could benefit from that. It is very difficult to pass
each other on some of the narrow (and muddy) single-track sections, and it is frustrating. During
the peak summer months it is SO crowded. Another trail or two could to be added and the current
one better maintained.

10/7/2015 1:16 PM

89

Better connections. Improved trails between towns, shops and gondolas.

10/7/2015 12:03 PM

90

A trail from Telluride to the top of the Gondola (uphill) that would allow for a few different loops. It
would also decrease the number of cyclists on the Gondola as you would be able to ride from town
to the top of the Gondola and hook up with Prospect of Village trail to continue a loop.

10/7/2015 10:04 AM

91

another Jud Wiebe type trail from town to take the pressure of that one.

10/7/2015 10:02 AM

92

Providing more flowy trails would be a wonderful addition to this area.

10/7/2015 9:48 AM

93

Yes, all of the above. Some of the trails are super sketchy and scary. Roots particularly.

10/7/2015 9:19 AM

94

Simple, easy signs for popular trails - I like symbols better than maps - or both. Connections,
particularly around Telluride, that allow for big loops with minimal road travel.

10/7/2015 9:03 AM

95

The existing trails seem to be fine. We could really benefit from some new bike trails in places
where there aren't any.

10/7/2015 6:53 AM

96

Prospect to black iron loop. Gondola to bear creek traversing thru 9 area. Gondola to town down
west side of milk run towards boomerang. Uphill routes from town and my. Village to prospect
that's designed for climbing for average rider. Meadows to valley floor connector, avoiding
dangerous highway crossing to Lawson.

10/7/2015 1:40 AM

97

bridal veil trail

10/6/2015 11:03 PM

98

Signage

10/6/2015 10:35 PM

99

The trails around here are obviously steep. For both better Mountain Biking and Trail Running /
Hiking, trails that were longer and had more flow (similar to Crested Butte) would be amazing and
welcomed.

10/6/2015 10:05 PM

100

smooth out Jerasic and Meadows trails and make a trail connecting to the valley floor from the
Meadows area. The highway intersection is very dangerous. Build bridges over the river crossings
on the middle of the valley floor so that trail system can be used by all all summer long. Better
signage for the tourists.

10/6/2015 9:40 PM

101

One-way bike trail system with different skill levels and ability to go for long or short routes.

10/6/2015 9:22 PM

102

Create group or committee that can work towards securing land and building new trails and
improving existing trails.

10/6/2015 9:06 PM

103

More Trail Maintenance Days and Plan New Trails ASAP

10/6/2015 8:59 PM
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104

More trails for beginners.

10/6/2015 7:15 PM

105

ANY NEW SINGLETRACK! could we add a single track to access the mill creek and eider trails
instead of mill creek road?

10/6/2015 5:42 PM

106

new trails

10/6/2015 5:37 PM

107

Better/More Connections

10/6/2015 5:21 PM

108

BV Trail

10/6/2015 5:18 PM

109

General maintenance (fixing potholes and considering the especially mud-prone areas)

10/6/2015 5:02 PM

110

More bike trials and a few additional signs Oh, and I HATE the exposed blue pipe at the bottom of
Village Trail!

10/6/2015 4:34 PM

111

Trail improvements to attract more users -

10/6/2015 4:25 PM

112

Way more cross country trails off gondola and a trail that returns from gondola to valley floor via
large traverses on front side.

10/6/2015 4:22 PM

113

I would love to have mountain biking be a big tourist attraction for this area. We need more trails
and trails for all skill levels. More of a network of connecting trails to allow for short loops as well as
the epic big loops. Not every ride needs to be an epic one.

10/6/2015 3:43 PM

114

Signage and moderate cross country Mountain Biking trails to encourage youth development and
family outings.

10/6/2015 3:07 PM

115

Ophir Valley Perimeter Trail

10/6/2015 3:01 PM

116

new trails rerouting the sheep creek trail to deep creek- create a more rideable /gradual
ascent(better descent) for that short distance.

10/6/2015 2:56 PM

117

More trails, especially mtn biking to make Telluride a better destination for mtn biking. Overall we
are behind the competition

10/6/2015 2:26 PM

118

I enjoy the current trails systems, however, I feel that improvements are positive things and why
stop improving?

10/6/2015 2:25 PM

119

Fix Prospect in about 10 areas, including a bridge over the 15 ft stream and re-routing the very
steep hill and widening some washed out areas, and flattening some roots in the upper loop.

10/6/2015 2:12 PM

120

Better connections and improvements of existing trails.

10/6/2015 2:04 PM

121

Better access to trail information- visit telluride.com, hiking websites, etc. have crap information for
hiking in the region and books generally rate things as much more difficult than they are. a local
hiking guide with maps, distances, locations and trail descriptions would be great!!!

10/6/2015 2:02 PM

122

trail improvements

10/6/2015 1:53 PM

123

It would be nice to get rid of all the roots in prospect. Open this area up before July. Adding real
berms on the corners throughout the downhill. More signs. Adding 5 more trails similar to
Prospect. Cleaning up T35 corners, seems like a hiking trail more than a mt bike trail

10/6/2015 1:48 PM

124

Signage for the visitors. Connectors for the Aldasoro/Deep Creek area. Speak to Hidden Lakes
about putting in a trail that stays away from the homesites and that will access the hidden lakes
trail. Or maybe it stays on NF and does not go into their property.

10/6/2015 12:14 PM

125

A connected, intentional, purpose built system for both mountain biking and less challenging hiking
- this would be a great amenity as well as be a significant tourist draw, would be the most
environmentally sustainable option, and would garner the most public and private support

10/6/2015 9:25 AM

126

Turkey Creek and Trails right out of Telluride, would be AWESOME to separate cars from bikes
and hikers on the Bridal Veil Road. Norwood could become a mountain bike destination like Phil's
World…

10/6/2015 9:08 AM

127

Several new flagship trails. Dallas to Sawit/Placerville, trails off Lizard Head Pass to the Trestle,
Rebuilding Alta Lakes, and fixing all trails where water damage is ruining them from poor trail
building and planning

10/6/2015 8:54 AM

128

Better connections. Finish Alta.

10/5/2015 8:34 PM

129

Box Canyon loop, and more development in Ophir valley for biking and hiking

10/5/2015 3:44 PM

130

MORE TRAILS

10/5/2015 12:44 PM
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131

SIGNAGE

10/5/2015 11:06 AM

132

It's pretty darn good the way it is. I'd favor an approach built around "if it ain't broke, don't fix it".
There are definitely some trails that need improvement and most require periodic maintenance
although most are in good shape now.

10/5/2015 8:37 AM

133

i wouldn't prioritize any one focus over another.

10/4/2015 10:05 PM

134

We need more beginner bike trails and more advanced hiking/biking trails

10/4/2015 3:35 PM

135

Better road access

10/4/2015 10:11 AM

136

Ski area, turkey creek, alta

10/3/2015 9:39 AM

137

More kids bike trails. Via ferratas.

10/3/2015 7:13 AM

138

New easily accessible trails close to town, try to lower overcrowding on most popular trails (new
trails off of Jud Weibe for example

10/2/2015 9:27 PM

139

good connections.

10/2/2015 8:08 PM

140

It would nice to have a mountain bike trail down the front side of the mountain to town.

10/2/2015 5:09 PM

141

From a safety standpoint, multi-use trails need some way to slow bikers, especially on descent.

10/2/2015 4:00 PM

142

More education

10/2/2015 3:42 PM

143

Sunnyside trails that would be rideable longer

10/2/2015 3:35 PM

144

Repair the smurf section of Prospect

10/2/2015 3:08 PM

145

Add new trails

10/2/2015 2:27 PM

146

First signage, then new connections and mor beginner tails, then overall improvement

10/2/2015 2:22 PM

147

Fix problem places, build new trails

10/2/2015 2:10 PM

148

Lobby congress to reroute wilderness designation area to be just north of Highline trail. Better
signage with a consistent local design, perhaps a SMBA logo.

10/2/2015 1:12 PM

149

bettter connections

10/2/2015 12:19 PM

150

Smooth out the ruts, severe maintenance is needed everywhere!

10/2/2015 10:57 AM

151

The west end of the river trail along the valley floor needs serious attention from washout, deep
muddy spots that are getting deeper. Heavy usage trail.

10/2/2015 10:39 AM

152

a permanent "real" trail from east Telluride to Tomboy Road

10/2/2015 9:47 AM

153

Better connections, signs and mileage

10/2/2015 9:34 AM

154

signage, connector trails and off road trail up to bridal veil

10/2/2015 8:59 AM

155

Trail up to Bridal Veil w/no cars allowed.

10/1/2015 2:35 PM

156

Better education! Many locals have taken actions that misrepresent the good nature efforts that
many entities have take to ensure the proper preservation of our most sacred lands.

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

157

Much better maintenance of existing and any new Trails.

9/30/2015 2:34 PM

158

Valley floor - building support to keep trail from deteriorating from mtn bikes riding through when
wet/ muddy

9/30/2015 11:31 AM

159

We are really lagging on creating a viable trail network. There is a good foundation, but looking at
other similar areas we are not really doing anything to improve on what we have versus other
resorts. When you look at other areas they are really investing in biking and hiking trails that cater
to all levels i.e. Crested Butte, and Moab. The goal here should be to get more people out there
but spread them across a broader area. That is key for the sustainability of the system as well as
keeping user conflict to a minimum. Currently I see the ski area as one of the main arteries for both
hikers and bikers of all ability levels, and ultimately getting filtered into one trail. With more people
coming to the area this will only heighten the potential for user conflict as well as degrade the
trails.

9/29/2015 6:29 PM

160

More options - including options for off-gondola season times (Pre 4th of July) Figure out what's up
with Rudy's area & push for the hillside area to be developed

9/29/2015 2:19 PM
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161

Repair or re-route the Smurfs on Prospect for long term viability. Switchback improvement on the
Wiebe. Connect North side trails with South side trails somehow for big perimeter loop.

9/29/2015 10:22 AM

162

Reroute for drainage

9/28/2015 7:38 PM

163

See note about Prospect above. And improvement of river trail west of town: better drainage, fill in
potholes, fix uneven flagstone, build "bridges" over the spots that are always muddy...

9/27/2015 10:00 PM

164

Idarado to BridalVeil, other connectors, which will spread people out

9/27/2015 1:50 PM

165

Better connections

9/26/2015 6:29 PM

166

Signage

9/26/2015 7:40 AM

167

More beginner/intermediate trails overall - especially trails that could be accessed from the
Gondola. There is a huge gap in family friendly enjoyable trails VS existing heavily challenging
trails

9/25/2015 8:47 PM

168

Adding more trails and improving existing trails to be more sustainable through wet periods.

9/25/2015 7:28 PM

169

I would love to see more trails in mountain village- dog friendly of course.

9/25/2015 1:25 PM

170

more xc trails on ski area (it is USDAFS after all), more trails on Deep creek side

9/25/2015 8:25 AM

171

Better connections

9/25/2015 8:16 AM

172

Showing were to hike for tourists that are looking for a good mountain experience with out being to
stressed with a vacation at high altitude. Walking, good photo opportunities . The smells of the
forest, signage at a proper level so people do not feel lost but still are in a remote setting. Gestein,
Austria as an example. There are beautiful walks leading to views with benches and trail signs
explaining animals, plants, history then to chalet on mountain for a meal or snack then trails
become much more rugged. The main trails are good for everyone including elderly and young
children , all can enjoy the mountain experience.

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

173

Mentioned above a bridge over Bilk Creak, and downed tree work on the Alder Creak Trail.

9/24/2015 4:19 PM

174

Connector trail from galloping goose to two rivers

9/24/2015 4:00 PM

175

More educational plaques. History, geology, indigenous plants / animals.

9/24/2015 2:18 PM

176

Signage, more connections and more trails overall

9/24/2015 2:16 PM

177

creating more user-friendly trails that are moderate, fun for the intermediate rider. What I see are
bikes on the mtn (mostly for DH) and trails around town are quite steep and rocky and conflict with
hikers.

9/24/2015 1:54 PM

178

Only repairs to existing trails, no widening, better signage or guide books.

9/24/2015 11:36 AM

179

Better connections and existing trail maintenance, creating a trails system that keeps bikes &
pedestrians off of the roads

9/24/2015 9:18 AM

180

I think signage - I hike from town to MV on Wasatch a lot and folks tend to cross the creek in the
upper basin and go on the wrong trail frequently - we just need more directional signs at key
crossings on all the trails - another one is the blue lake trail turn instead of going towards mud lake

9/24/2015 8:44 AM

181

several trails are eroding and need maintance

9/24/2015 6:17 AM

182

The recent improvements to Prospect Trail in the Papa Smurf section are great. However, I think
that the few miles of downhill immediately following Papa Smurf are even worse. They are in bad
need of help. Also, some signs and/or better designated trails on Prospect to Alta/T35 would be
great. I often find myself dead ending on private property or exploring a network of rogue and/or
animal trails, trying to find my way down to the highway. More trails have been planned on the ski
area and I can't wait until they are built! A couple of downhill routes for bikes on the front side both
from the Village Core and from the top of the Gondola would be fantastic!

9/23/2015 10:59 PM

183

All out effort to create integrated trail system. Too late in most areas but there may still be a
chance for a south side rim trail from airport road to the Wiebe. Also need some easy swoopy,
purpose built mt. bike trails.

9/23/2015 10:07 PM

184

Separate bike and walking trails on the valley floor.

9/23/2015 10:01 PM

185

better connections and improved signage

9/23/2015 9:57 PM

186

More mtn bike friendly, better connections

9/23/2015 9:15 PM
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187

The current trail system is pretty good, I hate signs but a few signs at intersections are good to
have

9/23/2015 6:09 PM

188

Winterwanderweg. In German areas of the Alps, ski resorts promote groomed winter walking,
extending outdoors to nonskiiers.

9/23/2015 6:00 PM

189

Signage...

9/23/2015 4:58 PM

190

Connections

9/23/2015 1:10 PM

191

better connections

9/23/2015 12:57 PM

192

I love Telluride, this place is so beautiful but mountain biking is so far behind in Telluride and I cant
understand it! Crested Butte has it dialed in I don't understand how people ignore the amount of
revenue that can be generated but most of all the amount of fun beautiful trails in Telluride. Lets
face it, people know about Telluride they come from all over the world to enjoy these mountains.
There has to be a way to build more amazing trail and keep low environmental impact.

9/23/2015 12:43 PM

193

we need to develop trails for all levels

9/23/2015 12:35 PM

194

see above

9/23/2015 12:09 PM

195

Connect and enhance trails in MV

9/23/2015 12:03 PM

196

Leave it alone mostly; only pay attention to glaring issues of safety or dire structural need - which
are in need of "repair".

9/23/2015 11:37 AM

197

Signage

9/23/2015 11:34 AM

198

Again, smoothing out and improving connections in Prospect to Jurassic to Meadows would be a
good start.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM

199

Bridal Veil road - terrible for hikers, either needs a side trail or 4x4 trail mantenance

9/23/2015 10:49 AM

200

Fix or re-route prospect trail, and create more options off of prospect throughout the ski area

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

201

Maintenance; water bars, dips, retread, benching= Prospect descent. A proper descent trail with
proper grading, banks and tread for Prospect, riding into the disc golf course does not work.
SIGNS! Better tread materail on on-mountain trails, marble gravel is way too slippery and
dangerous. Trails wide enough and graded well enough for off-road handcycles.

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

202

Better connections, smoother turns and overall trails.

9/23/2015 9:47 AM

203

I would like to see the mountain improve summer mountain biking opportunities - there are so
many examples of other resorts that absolutely kill summer time activities.

9/23/2015 9:17 AM

204

Trail Maintenance such as clearing of downed trees, stream crossing bridges for mountain bike
trails

9/23/2015 9:15 AM

205

Signage and better connections.

9/23/2015 7:26 AM

206

The river trail from Cdot to Sawpit.

9/23/2015 7:09 AM

207

Improving Prospect upper loops.

9/23/2015 6:50 AM

208

interoperable signage per ELM http://usngcenter.org/portfolio-item/elm-system/

9/23/2015 6:44 AM

209

Probably non-motorized access from town and signage above timberline

9/22/2015 10:45 PM

210

Our trails are awesome, but I can't imagine trying to find a trailhead or route if I weren't a local. We
need some signs!

9/22/2015 8:38 PM

211

Overall plan for connection and expansion and signage

9/22/2015 4:28 PM

212

Fixing up some of our over used trails that need a bit of work.

9/22/2015 4:03 PM

213

Fix the holes on upper prospect trail down hill. More trails, more flow, better signage in Alta area.
Maybe trails off of chair six.

9/22/2015 3:13 PM

214

Improved connections to other trails, like down the San Miguel valley, over to
Ridgway/Ouray/Silverton and up to Colorado Trail.

9/22/2015 2:52 PM

215

Specific trail improvements or cratering new trails

9/22/2015 2:36 PM

216

Improving bike trails- adding new tech. sections

9/22/2015 1:51 PM

217

More trails and linkin existing trails

9/22/2015 1:42 PM
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218

More trails in Norwood and San Miguel Canyon.

9/22/2015 12:46 PM

219

More beginner/intermediate downhill bike trails

9/22/2015 11:59 AM

220

Improve the ski area trails and add more loops on the ski area. Specifically, I believe there is great
potential for Mt Biking trails in Prospect Basin.

9/22/2015 11:24 AM

221

Trail that goes behind the mine boulders and up to Bridalveil so that hikers and via ferrata users
don't have to use the road.

9/22/2015 10:51 AM

222

Better connections. More intermediate trails.

9/22/2015 10:38 AM

223

Trail head signs in town for tourists, also on Main Street to point them in the right direction for bear
creek and the wiebe

9/22/2015 10:04 AM

224

Mapping then trail improvement, then the alta lakes rerouting then new trails

9/22/2015 9:53 AM

225

purpose-built mt biking trails that are flowy and awesome.

9/22/2015 9:42 AM

226

Trail improvements such as redirecting of water runoff. I also think having a full time maintenance
crew would be huge!!!

9/22/2015 9:41 AM

227

Signage

9/22/2015 9:41 AM

228

Probably signage

9/22/2015 9:36 AM

229

More trails in general

9/22/2015 9:36 AM

230

Improved signage within town so people can find trail heads, and improved communication of trail
information online and at visitor touch points.

9/22/2015 9:31 AM

231

Much better signage/education about multi-use in Bear Creek; Prospect drainage

9/22/2015 9:31 AM

232

more trails and having them connect better

9/22/2015 9:05 AM
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Q22 Any last thoughts on your vision for the future of trails in the Telluride
Region?
Answered: 171

Skipped: 162

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

we are way behind our neighbors in providing good quality trails that are suitable for a variety of
riders. It has been proven that trails attract visitors - look at Sedona as an example.

1/9/2016 10:21 AM

2

Biking brings in big money. The person who bikes is the same person who comes to ski in the
winter. More sweet single track is a must for tourist economy

11/18/2015 8:52 PM

3

Thank you!

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

4

Enlist support of the school kids!

11/18/2015 3:02 PM

5

There is no reason that we should be just as much of a mountain bike mecca as Durango or
Crested Butte, just need more mountain bike trails and trail systems in the area. Thanks so much
for starting the conversation and asking for input! Taking this survey got me excited!

11/18/2015 2:33 PM

6

yes -- regional trailhead parking that the bus stops at.

11/13/2015 5:46 PM

7

Lets do this!

11/12/2015 3:05 PM

8

Let's make our trail system awesome!

11/10/2015 8:43 PM

9

Get RID of Judy Shutza, USFS district ranger. We will NEVER have good bike trails with her in
office. This would be the single most important step to begin quality bike trails - like EVERY other
town in the West has been building over the last 10 years. She is not compatible with any trail
vision.

11/5/2015 6:59 PM

10

I would be willing to pay for a summer season bike park pass if it included regularly maintained
trails and potential new trails. I think the park could be expanded on the ski resort and even the
potential to open lift 4 as a bike lift.

11/1/2015 7:24 PM

11

There are enough trails, including animal and mining. New and some existing trails impact the
animals that live there. Leave areas wild for future generations.

10/30/2015 8:55 PM

12

Although Telluride has a very good trail system, Wrights Mesa needs improvement

10/29/2015 9:28 PM

13

Let me know what I can do to help

10/29/2015 8:45 PM

14

Why a pig roast for the Mountain Club picnic?? Love the picnic idea, but aren't we more evolved
than a pig roast?

10/29/2015 5:39 PM

15

I hope the trails here can be improved thoughtfully and ecologically with the vision of providing
another avenue for commuters to get around as well as making the region attractive to tourists in
yet another amazing way.

10/29/2015 12:52 PM

16

Why not have some of these guiding companies that make money using our trails be required to
pay a fee or tax per person to help with trail maintenance and improvements.

10/28/2015 6:26 PM

17

they will suffer from people pressure

10/28/2015 4:54 PM

18

To have the best hiking and biking trails in colorado

10/28/2015 4:00 PM

19

See above.

10/27/2015 9:23 PM

20

More trails in prospect. Map and sign Alta lakes

10/27/2015 2:34 AM

21

Keep at it! : )

10/26/2015 9:10 PM

22

Let's make it happen!

10/26/2015 7:27 PM

23

Clearer trails connecting to Yankee boy basin from telluride.

10/26/2015 6:13 PM

24

We are light years behind. We need to come together as a community and look at the ski towns
who have succesfully built trails: Steamboat, Breckenridge, Park City, etc and start being more
proactive.

10/26/2015 4:56 PM
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25

A number of old roads should still be available to hikers/bikers - e.g. bilk creek road. are they open
or not? Also, please advocate for hunting access to public lands - in our area hunters have almost
no representation.

10/26/2015 11:32 AM

26

Glad you're asking these questions

10/23/2015 3:00 AM

27

the trail system is good but VERY spread out. Many aren't available to hotel visitors w/o cars.
Need a few more easy ones right by the hotels - maybe behind See Forever down to the valley
floor avoiding boomerang.

10/23/2015 12:56 AM

28

Big ass network of trails in the high alpine. Connect Rico, Ouray, ridgway, Silverton, telluride, by
single track.

10/22/2015 3:21 PM

29

above all, respect property and easement rights first so that a spirit of cooperation is the first
sentiment in maintenance or new additions, encourage and reach out to those willing to donate
time and money to maintain and create and provide for "good Samaritan" protection for those
willing to participate in maintenance outside of formal work days/efforts

10/22/2015 11:45 AM

30

Thanks for doing the survey

10/21/2015 5:32 PM

31

If you come up with specific trails projects to build I think you would improve chances of getting
Municipalities HOAs and individuals to sponsor them. Good luck. How do you join?

10/21/2015 4:27 PM

32

encourage more users and develop more diverse trail systems.

10/21/2015 4:22 PM

33

The existing system is so wonderful that expanding it will only make it that much better!!!

10/21/2015 2:23 PM

34

I'm not a mountain biker so don't take this too seriously. I hike the trails a lot and I think they are
great. I hear from hard-core mountain bikers that our trails need improvements but haven't heard
any specifics. Great survey!

10/21/2015 12:59 PM

35

I appreciate your organization's work!!!!

10/19/2015 3:33 PM

36

Thank you for your work!

10/17/2015 2:24 PM

37

I would volunteer time in off season, October during the week days would be good and in
November fundraisers, maybe.

10/15/2015 10:48 AM

38

Don't put them all on the Map.

10/15/2015 10:00 AM

39

I think that if the trails system is done right could be a major tourist destination for riding. I don't
think it is currently.

10/15/2015 9:14 AM

40

I think there are so many trails that aren't even being utilized or have any traffic on them. They
aren't all biking friendly, but I'd like to see some of those cleaned up and then a few more biking
specific loop trails added.

10/14/2015 10:02 PM

41

The vast majority of trails are on the upper end of difficulty..it would be nice to create
smoother/faster single track climbs and descents if possibel- for bikers. Thanks for all the hard
work out there!!

10/14/2015 8:53 PM

42

The trail system seems to be in good hands with you guys. Any improvement or additions would
be a great bonus. Thanks!

10/14/2015 7:30 PM

43

more Beginner/Intermediate-friendly bike trails in our area (RAT is an excellent regional example)

10/14/2015 11:04 AM

44

this has got to be a community working relationship involving groups, individuals, land owners and
especially the Forest Service working toward a common goal of providing folks a great experience
while protecting the environment and watershed.

10/13/2015 6:21 PM

45

Lets ad lots of milage without too much up and down elevation if possible so you earn your
elevation and once there, can enjoy the beautiful scenery and forest and cover some ground on
our amazing mountain. The views from the different aspects of our mountains are worth working to
get to. Thank you.

10/13/2015 2:36 PM

46

Buttery

10/13/2015 2:28 PM

47

There is a lot of potential. And Max Cooper is a visionary.

10/13/2015 12:23 PM

48

I do think Telluride needs more trails that tourists can enjoy - the main trails - i.e. JW, Bear Creek,
up to mine - are getting too crowded.

10/12/2015 3:57 PM

49

Dog laws

10/11/2015 5:55 PM
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50

Having good trails around the town of Telluride is good for business. I like the ideas for the
perimeter trail, the trail to the base of Bridal Veil and we need a better loop trail going up and down
Bear Creek.

10/11/2015 3:04 PM

51

Would love to have more intermediate to advanced options. Excited to be a part of this trail
expansion movement/group!!

10/10/2015 12:29 PM

52

Go Go Go!

10/9/2015 10:20 PM

53

I have a couple of proposals, I'll put them in line after you get things started.

10/9/2015 2:53 PM

54

I hope to use them more often and for many years to come. Thank you for all you do!

10/8/2015 1:30 PM

55

All in all I think the trails are great, as I primarily hike with my dog and am not familiar with all the
biking options or needs. I would like to see a few more options, but it's not of huge importance to
me.

10/8/2015 9:41 AM

56

A quality trail system within the ski area would be a huge economic boost for Mt. Village. They
need to kick in money and connect to the outlying trails.

10/8/2015 7:48 AM

57

Lets build it, everyone will benefit.

10/8/2015 6:44 AM

58

Better app system, people able to update downed trees, problem spots. Etc ... Mtb is ok but still
doesn't have everything.

10/8/2015 4:13 AM

59

we are falling way behind many, many towns in our trail system specifically for mountain biking.
nice to see the Ridgeway and Norwood systems so we have earlier and later season riding.

10/7/2015 7:25 PM

60

Way to get together and work on this issue! Thanks for taking the time to finally move this
conversation forward!

10/7/2015 1:18 PM

61

We have so many great trails. However, a few new trails would be nice because our summer
crowds are growing and many trails are getting overused and overcrowded. Planning now for
growth makes sense. Also, there are many long "Saturday" hikes out there, but I would envision a
few new trails that are shorter "lunch-break" hikes and/or "tourist" trails. Finally, there are very few
mountain bike trails for the beginner and I envision a more complete system that includes all skill
levels.

10/7/2015 1:16 PM

62

Thanks!

10/7/2015 12:03 PM

63

thanks for doing this!

10/7/2015 10:02 AM

64

I have biked here for 25 years. I now bike less b/c they are so steep, difficult, poorly maintained. I
have definitely considered quitting mountain biking. I still do love it.

10/7/2015 9:19 AM

65

We are really lacking good intermediate mt biking trails, compared to other areas. Prospect is
great, but it is really the only one. I would like to see more trails like prospect in our area.

10/7/2015 6:53 AM

66

Bikes are awesome, build it and the culture will prosper and make telluride more year round. As it
stands visitors have no trails to ride if they aren't at least intermediate skill level. Intemann

10/7/2015 1:40 AM

67

when designed well , more is better !

10/6/2015 11:03 PM

68

I use the Keystone Gorge loop all the time. As a Lawson Hill resident I absolutely love the
convenience and accessibility.

10/6/2015 10:51 PM

69

Yes, simply build trails on terrain that has more rhythm. Prospect and the Alta areas are our best
trails for cross country riding (and running). Use those as examples. The biking is really limited
around here. It's a shame. I lived in Crested Butte for 7 years and here for 11, and there is
absolutely no comparison. Our trails are steep and limited. I can count the good rides around here
on one hand. Cross country biking would respond if there were more trails. Lastly, if you have
seen what CB has done to it's ski area to accommodate cross country (and downhill) riding, you
would be as jealous as me. Good luck!

10/6/2015 10:05 PM

70

Thank you for the work you are doing to make all this happen. I think it would be best to take what
we have and make it really good first with better signage, less roots and some bridges. And we
need an easy trail for the tourist families.

10/6/2015 9:40 PM

71

Telluride should be a biking Mecca with a great lift service bike park and lots of xc options and
shuttle potential. Moreover connecting telluride with nearby towns via high alpine bike trails could
create a very unique mtb environment that is rare in America.

10/6/2015 9:22 PM
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72

There are simply not enough trails in telluride. With the exception of the valley floor, there is
nothing for entry level visitors to ride. We need to increase the quantity and improve the quality of
our trail system. Other resorts I have visited have done a great job building trail systems that are
user friendly to all levels of riders and hikers. This would be a boon for tourism and make the riding
experience so much better.

10/6/2015 9:06 PM

73

Max & Tor are on the right track!

10/6/2015 8:59 PM

74

More trails over ski area.

10/6/2015 7:15 PM

75

We have some tricky geography here but a few more flowy, rolling, and longer trails would be
sweet. Beggars can't be choosers, though. Whatever we could get would be welcome.

10/6/2015 5:42 PM

76

More loops that interconnect for mountain biking

10/6/2015 5:21 PM

77

Hoping Gravity Logic (& TSG + TMVOA) and TMC can partner to make some great new mtn bike
trails and improve our current ones.

10/6/2015 4:34 PM

78

We have an opportunity here to create some great trails in our community - there are many
unknown trails which is nice but we need to promote them and educate the public to get people up
and out!

10/6/2015 4:25 PM

79

I think they are working well and getting better.

10/6/2015 3:46 PM

80

we have the sickest skiing around. We need that same feeling for mountain biking

10/6/2015 3:43 PM

81

Thanks for your efforts!

10/6/2015 3:01 PM

82

We need more options. Telluride as a place to go and ride instead of just go and dilly-dally in fancy
restaurants would be a good thing

10/6/2015 2:56 PM

83

It would be nice to lure more people to our region for hiking and biking because we have incredible
trail systems.

10/6/2015 2:25 PM

84

We need to visit crested butte and follow their lead

10/6/2015 2:12 PM

85

For the most pat I don't mind the lack of signage, it helps help out-of-owners off the trails ;) But it
would be nice to have a bit more for safety- to find blue lake above bridal veil for example.

10/6/2015 2:02 PM

86

connection without hwy crossing at Lawson

10/6/2015 1:53 PM

87

Lets do this!

10/6/2015 1:48 PM

88

Other Ski Towns are crushing us as we have very little to offer. I am very open to more
intermediate trails. The amount of money that goes from Visitors into Grand Junction and Fruita for
biking is off the charts. We have the infrastructure like the Gondola, food and lodging. Money
donated from the Town would easily come back to the Town through tax revenue from people
using the trails.

10/6/2015 12:14 PM

89

Hard to say if I'd support a new tax, without knowing what kind of tax, and if current trails funding
might be adequate (both Telluride and SMC have dedicated open space funds already.)

10/6/2015 9:08 AM

90

Getting the ski area to understand that trails are a cheap investment. They are 20 years behind
and I would argue that they do not have a single beginner trail

10/6/2015 8:54 AM

91

Thanks!

10/5/2015 3:44 PM

92

Go big

10/5/2015 12:44 PM

93

No. You've done well up to now. Preserve the wildness - it is built on ages of geologic activity and
biologic evolution. You cannot improve it, only maintain the safety of access.

10/5/2015 8:37 AM

94

Telluride appears to be behind other Colorado resort areas in the number of quality maintained
multi-use trails. We need more of these trails especially on the south side of town.

10/4/2015 3:35 PM

95

Overall, an excellent system.

10/4/2015 10:11 AM

96

Get access from Idarado for bridge across San Miguel to E side of Bear Creek. This would lessen
crowding at town park entrance and limit Bear Cr road use. Bridal Veil trail will be great also!

10/2/2015 9:27 PM

97

Swamp Canyon headwall trail to Island Lake would get more use if improved.

10/2/2015 4:00 PM

98

More videos

10/2/2015 3:42 PM

99

Let's do it!

10/2/2015 3:35 PM
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100

Connections to silverton Ouray Ophir would be a regional attraction

10/2/2015 2:22 PM

101

Make it worthy, and a lot of people will come and spend money and have a great time and we will
be loving it!

10/2/2015 2:10 PM

102

Buff narrow single track, some more moderate trails & connectors on the Deep Creek side and
Village side of the valley. Keep up the great work!

10/2/2015 1:12 PM

103

Telluride needs to step up their biking game if they plan on being competitive in the bike tourism
market.

10/2/2015 10:57 AM

104

never too high and never enough Make TMTA (Telluride Motorless Transit Authority) a real
volunteer trail building group

10/2/2015 9:47 AM

105

We already have an excellent foundation of trails available, let's make them better and ensure
future access.

10/2/2015 9:34 AM

106

I applaud your efforts. I hope that we could get all user groups to the table and get a combined
effort on the development and management of the trails. I see the separate entities' need for
control counter productive. I feel like education on mixed use trails and buy-in by users will be
difficult but necessary. For example, changing the attitude of the bikers that ride Sneffles Highline
and Whipple despite their wilderness status will be tough but necessary. I hope to see a culture of
respect for the trails, trail use limits and a willingness to support mixed trail use.

10/2/2015 8:59 AM

107

Keep existing in town # of trails.

10/1/2015 2:35 PM

108

There should be more info on web about each trail. Existing private trail guides are not very good
or helpful

10/1/2015 11:54 AM

109

I would like to see a trail system that works within the confines of our USFS that enables an ability
to accommodate many user groups that wish to participate within the USFS locally regardless to
"who they are" or "where their from." ALSO: I only answered question #9 & #10 in order to submit
this survey. The multiple choice options are far from any of my true opinions. Maybe that's why it's
called SurveyMONKEY! Who's the monkey here?

9/30/2015 10:16 PM

110

Thanks for asking!

9/30/2015 11:31 AM

111

Overall this place is awesome - One of the biggest reasons keeping me here while its very difficult
to earn enough income to raise a family here is the reality of being able to get on my bike after
work and go for an awesome 1-3 hr ride. I believe it would be wise to develop what is figuratively
low hanging fruit to drive tourism during the summer months. The ski mountain should embrace
this idea as well since the relative investment is a fraction of what it costs to develop a mountain
for ski-use. I would pay money to ride chair 10 with my bike and run laps there all day. The town of
Mountain Village should also embrace this, especially with the interest in developing the Meadows
area, since that's where everyone riding that would want to park / eat/drink/etc. thanks for setting
up this survey!

9/29/2015 2:19 PM

112

Eventually, it would be cool to link up with Ouray, Silverton, and Durango to make a really big
multi-use system for the western San Juans.

9/29/2015 10:22 AM

113

Telluride could be a destination mountain biking town with a little direction.

9/28/2015 7:38 PM

114

Thank you!

9/27/2015 10:00 PM

115

Connect the high country, and link to a series of huts and cafes

9/27/2015 1:50 PM

116

Already a great variety of trails in the area. Like that you are looking at what Ouray does. Printed
maps, volunteer opportunities, education and trail tours would all be welcome additions to help
make sure our existing trails are being maintained well and used to their fullest.

9/26/2015 6:29 PM

117

The parking lot to bridal vail trail is a super important trail to me because it is beautiful in that area
and no one gets to see it.

9/26/2015 7:40 AM

118

Better connectors, better low grade less challenging terrain, more comprehensive signage and
mapping

9/25/2015 8:47 PM

119

Let's get building!

9/25/2015 7:28 PM

120

Thanks for all you do! We appreciate it!

9/25/2015 1:25 PM

121

We are lagging behind every other town on the western slope on trail development, let's get it
going soon!!!

9/25/2015 8:25 AM
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122

This is one of the most beautiful places on earth so the trail experience is a gift to mankind to be a
path to future generations. Thank you club members for caring

9/24/2015 10:09 PM

123

I would love to think that bikes and hikers can share all trails but know that many mountain bikers
like to go downhill at a pace that is incompatible for hikers and dogs. I love to hike with my dogs so
make some trails for mountain bikes only so that the thrill-seekers can get their thrill and then ride
respectfully on shared trails.

9/24/2015 4:19 PM

124

I think we have so many wonderful trails here. I honestly don't see the need for more. I hike/run
here weekly and can manage to use a different trail every week all summer without repeating
trails, so I don't see why we need more, unless it were to be a Perimeter Trail around the town that
ultimately connects other trails as well.

9/24/2015 2:51 PM

125

Thanks

9/24/2015 2:18 PM

126

improve the pump track as this is a great venue for teaching. Also, a connector to other towns
(other than a road) would be awesome and attract many new tourists to our area.

9/24/2015 1:54 PM

127

There are already plenty of trails of all varieties. Hikers usually spread trails with shortcuts. Trails
increase if we do nothing. I'd like to stop this increase.

9/24/2015 11:36 AM

128

Go team!

9/24/2015 9:18 AM

129

Thanks for all your efforts

9/24/2015 8:44 AM

130

I love hiking and biking in Telluride. I feel like the hiking options are pretty amazing. Not sure what
I would add. As for biking, I would like to see a few more fun flowing cross country trails that are
similar to Prospect Trail. You can only ride Prospect and Mill Creek so many times!

9/23/2015 10:59 PM

131

I am currently working with Sunnyside East HOA on a reroute of east end of Rudy's trail. HOA is
not ready to make it a public access trail but may swing that way if Sunnyside West, Aldasoro and
SMVC get on board to make it a linked rim trail. Could even connect with the gorge trail... Have
many more ideas I've been riding, hiking and skiing the regions trails for 40 years. As a region we
are WAY behind the curve on a cohesive trail system.

9/23/2015 10:07 PM

132

Not in favor of tax to support super posh Telluride valley /mtn village system with fancy signs, but
rather work to make existing rustic stuff bikeable.

9/23/2015 9:15 PM

133

The mountain bike hiker interface is hard on the hikers A couple more dedicated hiking trails would
be great

9/23/2015 6:09 PM

134

Would love more trails and better signage!

9/23/2015 4:58 PM

135

allow leashed dogs on valley floor

9/23/2015 2:07 PM

136

Start an Over The Hill Gang of Retired/Older individuals to work two half days per week on trails.
Use Prescott Az and PNF as a model.

9/23/2015 1:10 PM

137

The most beautiful place on earth.

9/23/2015 12:43 PM

138

you don't have to make snow to mtn.bike!

9/23/2015 12:35 PM

139

We need to do everything we can to preserve this wonderful resource in our region.

9/23/2015 12:09 PM

140

Again, leave it alone as much as humanly possible ... "improvements" are a slippery slope which
incrementally gain traction over time; with each tier or burst of "development" (while perhaps well
intentioned) provides a foothold for future interests to inject their own special interests. Looking to
the future: it won't be long before "silent motors" for yet to be developed methods of transport will
allow greater inroads by more people ... perhaps in a commercialized fashion ... possibly wreaking
havoc on the trail system & users who don't embrace newer technologies. It would be great to get
ahead of the curve on this.

9/23/2015 11:37 AM

141

More trails for less advanced hikers

9/23/2015 11:34 AM

142

Although I use the trails and support any initiative to keep them nice, I'm not sure this is a huge
priority for me. However, I do use the trails and donate to the Nordic ski trails.

9/23/2015 11:23 AM

143

Mtn biking around here is very limited for beginner and intermediate riders. Need to expand this to
get people on this awesome terrain!

9/23/2015 11:19 AM

144

Again, TMVOA would also be a good source for supporting this. As TMVOA counsel, I have
encouraged the Board to make MB trails a top priority, which it has done, but, it needs an
applicant, with vision and a plan, to approach the Board for funding.

9/23/2015 11:15 AM
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145

Maybe TMVOA should consider being involved more. They seem to complain about not getting
enough people in the core. IMO they need more activities on the mountain, and I bet mountain
bike friendly attitude would go a long way (and maybe some parking). Seems pretty easy when
you consider what has already done at other ski areas.

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

146

More on-mountain trails in the summer = 'ski/bike' patrollers are employed year around. Run chair
4 and lift ops are employed year around. Introductory flow trails on the mountain good for kids and
beginners. Signage in Alta lakes and stacked loops so people can get back to Prospect basin and
don't have to go to highway or ride t35 or get lost in ski ranches or end up in skyline.
Improvements to galloping goose so that boot doctors can get their slow moving van off the
highway and keep their clients on the trail. Bike and hike specific trails on Valley floor from shell
spur to Doka to keep the super rad hard core riders or so they think away from running over dogs,
strollers etc...Adopt the trail system in Ophir valley, I live there, other locals would be pissed off
but a great place to introduce riders to the valley. Bike only descent on wiebe after waterline
connector. Please always keep in mind grades, width and benching for off-road handcycles.
Crested Butte and Moab are purpose building all trails wider than traditional 18-inches to
accomodate passing bikes head on, sight lines, and off road hand bikes. I work for TASP and do a
lot of trail consultation in Moab with Trail Mix, please contact me at work if you want to discuss
more.

9/23/2015 9:54 AM

147

Don't tell anyone!

9/23/2015 9:47 AM

148

Thankful for the Telluride Mountain Club! Would love to hear more communication on ways to
support the club!

9/23/2015 9:15 AM

149

There are so many trails in the area that most never get used. There are a few trails that seem to
get all the use. I avoid those. I think that all the effort should be used for the few trails that are
used most and leave the other to people that want to get away from the crowds.

9/23/2015 8:40 AM

150

We're pretty lucky having the trails we do.

9/23/2015 7:09 AM

151

Thanks for seeking input!

9/23/2015 6:50 AM

152

succinct reporting of location is best accomplished by US National Grid example: 13S BC 5190
0223 map link to example: http://www.mappingsupport.com/p/gmap4.php?
usng=13S_BC_5190_0223&tilt=off&z=19&t=h

9/23/2015 6:44 AM

153

Thanks for requesting our input. I have been a summer only visitor to Telluride for 25 years.

9/22/2015 10:45 PM

154

For a "popular" mountain town andshiking destination, our lack of signage is a joke. It might keep
impacts lower, but if I were a visitor, I'd be pissed!

9/22/2015 8:38 PM

155

Great work; thanks!!

9/22/2015 4:28 PM

156

More trails every where for biking and hiking.

9/22/2015 3:13 PM

157

I helped design/build Phil's World and currently same in Ridgway. Would love to help participate in
planning process. Keep smiling and let's get outside!!!

9/22/2015 2:52 PM

158

There is so much potential

9/22/2015 2:36 PM

159

I think we have wonderful trails that allow people to get out and enjoy nature. Slow improvement
and additions over time to allow access to more areas would be my recommendation.

9/22/2015 2:21 PM

160

The telluride region is missing out on a large demographic because of its mediocre approach to
mountain biking.

9/22/2015 1:42 PM

161

Better parking and bathrooms at trailheads.

9/22/2015 12:46 PM

162

This is an exciting time for trials in the Telluride Region. The work being done by TMC and SMBA
will pay dividends. This survey is a great example of current planning efforts.

9/22/2015 11:24 AM

163

thanks for doing this survey!

9/22/2015 9:53 AM

164

Get the word out about rides. Create riding groups for safety and orientation.

9/22/2015 9:48 AM

165

i like trails.

9/22/2015 9:42 AM

166

I hope we can take a look and see the need to expand this mountain into a destination not only in
the winter but the summer for biking. Look at our world class terrain we have. Why does winter get
all the love?

9/22/2015 9:41 AM

167

Keep on staying focused on this.

9/22/2015 9:41 AM
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168

N/A

9/22/2015 9:36 AM

169

valley floor should have all types of trails on there in the summer like the cross country skiing in
the winter

9/22/2015 9:05 AM

170

More moderates!

9/22/2015 9:00 AM

171

Use Ouray as an example. http://ouraytrails.org/ With 2,500 + people per month accessing the Mtn
Club website for info regarding the via ferrata and a lot of those people using the via ferrata, could
that volume of people/audience be tapped to contribute $ and/or become members/supporters?

9/22/2015 8:56 AM
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